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Starstruck

So there we were, the five of us, stumbling drunk and shuffling single-file down 

the road, pink-lit by those horrid street lamps, with Candy Tabitha Lewis, 

bearer of the Hard-Candy Nipples, leading us all through the corridor of pink-tinged 

darkness like half-hearted mendicants.  

 An odd night out, you’ll say, early spring morning in a nice suburban neigh-

borhood and nothing amiss and suddenly here they come like lost marauders—or 

was it mendicants?  Christ.  You’ll have to read that last bit back—but no, let’s keep 

moving or we’ll never get through—so of course, loping after Candy Tabitha’s wag-

ging tail like a horny dog comes the dreadful, soul-denying Woody Arbunkle—he 

who had secretly named CT’s nipples such after dinner, when the desire for a hard-

candy mint had somehow entwined itself with his effort to peek—no, stare—down 

Candy Tabitha’s top.  At some distance back, then, stumbled the Onions, Charlie 

and Cindy, bickering.  Myself, as always, in the rear, studying asses, though slightly 

cranky from red wine.  Red is so bad for the head. 

 Cindy (in a spitting whisper):  Where is this godforsaken place?

 Charlie:  Shut up.

 Cindy:  You.

 Candy turning, Onions waving.

 Ha ha, Cindy calls out.  Lead on, dear girl, lead on.

 Granted, that last bit’s not Cindy’s, it’s mine, but I was drunk, and who am I, 

a man now dead, to remember speeches among drunks?

Later, on the fairway or some such, two hills coming together and the five of us 

perched in the cleavage like sea birds wandering over beached whales.  Staring up, of 

course, staring up and all of us wondering why, naming constellations never noticed 
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before, a man buggering his dog’s bitch, a woman beating the man later, next frame 

over.  Constellation cartoons.  Sitting, I’m goosed by a ball; I toss it over my shoulder 

and settle in.  

 Candy Tabitha is the first to spot one, which surprises us all because for an 

hour we’ve spun looking without finding, losing north and then finding it and arguing 

tonelessly over how high twenty degrees would take the eye over the horizon, and 

then, when we’ve flipped the universe over our heads like a pancake, Candy Tabitha 

is shrieking and pointing at nothing.

 Where, where, where? we all say, children again.

 Candy Tabitha:  There, pointing.

 Onion (to wife):  See.  Told you so.  Right where I said from the beginning.

 Woody, over the hill, near where a nipple might rest:  So what.  Shooting star.  

Big fucking deal.

 

We call out to him, all but Candy Tabitha, who is supine and concentrating.

 Please, we say, reconciling, you’ll like it.

 Why?  A chunk of cinder catching fire?  What’s that?  I’ve farted worse, he 

says.

 Spurned by love.

 We settle back, eyes returned to the heavens, horny bastard atheist forgotten.  

If there’s anyone more likely to have poisoned me, let me know.

Yet I’m so likable.  At dinner, say, when he first arrived, who was it that slipped 

Benny Goodman into the Sony?  Your humble.  And who was it turned it up for the 

bastard Onion had said loved jazz?  Again:  your humble.

 More Than You Know, Arbunkle had said.  Adding, as a tossed-off after-

thought:  1939.  Helen Ward.  Snapping his fingers at me like he’d won a contest.

 Blisterkunst, I’d said back (smiling; extending the hand).  English Department.  

Milton.

 Not even a nod.  Over my shoulder, Candy Tabitha had appeared from the 
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Corbusier-crazed kitchen, and Benny and his magic clarinet were forgotten.

Not to complain but a tepid curry chicken with wilted wild rice?  And cheap red 

wine?  And afterwards a mass of cheesecake and this nonsense of falling stars?  If it 

hadn’t been for Candy Tabitha, with her unexpected enthusiasm for stargazing, we’d 

all have been snugly tucked and dreaming dyspeptic.  But instead it’s this pair of 

heaving breasts beneath us and a handful of shiny dots over our heads.

 Yet magic:  the Onions lie closer now, hands touching.  Candy Tabitha and the 

atheist have together slid over the far breast.

 Onion ( drunk from a stashed flask):  Arbunkle where.

 I swing my arm over the hill.

 Tell them careful, he says.  Guards.

 No fear, I say.  Father’s a member in good standing.

 He:  Your 

father’s been dead 

fifty years if a 

day.

 Member for 

eternity, I say, as 

a brilliant ball of 

white blips out of 

the air above me 

and begins an 

accelerating arc 

toward my fore-

head.

Onion (rising):  

My God.
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Me (lifting the golf ball):  Blurbop.

 Rubbing the knot, reptile-minded.

 Blurblip.

 Laughter over the hill.  Then the atheist monster appearing, as from a burning 

lake.

 He:  Seeing stars, Blisterkunst?
 

Surely you agree:  the man who killed me, the man who sent me questing into a 

cornfield, who flew a parachuted pill via model plane over my head and dropped me 

dead next to its note (eat me), surely this man is Arbunkle and no other?  

 Yet I must admit:  from this lofty if featureless height, gazing down Zeus-like 

on my modern, murderous Ganymede, I’m now strangely sudden-smit with the boy’s 

vigorous youth and, shall we say...horny spunk?  Really, he reminds me of Gerrod 

that time in Greece, when he stripped naked and danced with the Greek boys with 

the beach fire rippling copper over his bare chest.  

 But of course that’s another story and even the thought of that starstruck knot 

has made me too upset to go on.
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Brief Meditation, Then Death

Have you ever found occasion to cross a field of young corn?  Green stalks 

head-high, golden kernels as hard still in this early season as Candy Tabitha’s 

reputed nipples?  It depresses one.  There is about the place such a sense of youth, of 

raw unthinking hope, that it chills one’s very soul.  One feels with each step that one 

might part stalks to find Shropshire lads lying flat against the corn, pressing chest to 

chest.  Lads who, upon discovery, will not reach up the inviting hand but rather cover 

themselves and flee.  It is then, at that awful moment, that one sees oneself truly, as 

others do.

 I had entered this youthful, forbidding field hopeful, it is true, with each step 

expecting not love but knowledge, yet before I had crossed the first leg it was the 

Yawning Chasm that I faced, unknowing.  My yellow suit doing nothing to repulse 

the sun that conspired against me, an old man doing nothing so wrong, after all, that 

he deserved death.

 It was in the field’s center, after I had lost all thought of lads in love, that I 

heard the plane:  a droning, prehistoric bug.  Spinning in the field, compass points 

lost, time and history as never, as none.  Confusion, of course, then that bubbling 

chuckle one hears in the movies when the treasure is finally found.  For it was Mül-

ler’s plane, you see, a perfectly replicated Liberator, tiny and bug-voiced, yes, but his 

nonetheless.  Dipping its wings at me, circling, dragging with it time and history and 

my renewed expectation of unspoken knowledge.

 Then like a dream the parachute slips from its fuselage; plummets then catches 

itself in its unexpected apron and floats hither and thither over the field while I madly 

hop, heedless, headless:  until together we meet the two of us; hands outstretched, 

cupping my God-sent message.
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 A simple strip of white paper containing two monosyllabic words and one tiny 

white pill.

 eat me

 Giggling, triumphant, immortality at hand: I slip the pill into my eager wet 

mouth, feel it fizz malevolently and then, with one throat-twisting gulp:  I swallow.  

Moments later, as the corn behind me parts and a sneering shadow emerges, I fall to 

my knees, crying, gasping, dying. 
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Second Suspect?

Flash forward into a sun-splashed room, to the committee meeting concerning 

my replacement.  Candy Tabitha in cut-offs of course, for it is late July and 

her legs glow caramel with summer sun; handing out prospectives’ cirriculae vitae.  

Onion Charlie near the door, transfixed by Candy Tabitha (slipping now into a chair, 

her legs spread just enough to make the slender top muscles of her thighs flex and 

pant rave pant rave protrude).  Onion Cindy at the chairman’s side, wearing a new 

dress with a star-patterned collar and secretly desiring a private session with our 

slender, pedantic chairman, but for reasons yet to be discussed, worried about the 

outcome.

 Chairman Mao, I used to call him.  Proclivity for Nehru collars and laceless 

shoes you might see on Bruce Lee.  

 —We are here, of course, to replace our fallen comrade Blisterkunst, he 

intones.  Slipping a paper clip over his CV stack, glancing around the table for 

effect.

 Collective sigh; uncomfortable shuffling from the formalists’ side.

 —A fallen brother, he adds, struck down in his critical prime.

 Lying, of course, lying and for his benefit, not mine.  Except for my secret 

scribblings on poor dead Müller, I’ve ridden wordlessly through life on impregnable 

tenure.

 More shuffling while each of the nearsighted buffoons—the Marxists, the 

semioticians, the feminists, the gasping, hoary remnants of the formalists—wishes 

secretly for another of their own.  

 I suggest we look only among gender studies, one of them suggests.

 Hoary Head of Formalists:  Never.
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 —And why not?

 The Hoary Head guffaws, exasperated.  Looks to fogy comrades for support 

but finds them jaded, unwilling to fight.

 Twist of the doorknob, heads turn; enter Second Suspect, dressed in black and 

limping.  Yes limping.  Late and limping because of a twisted ankle that won’t mend, 

an ankle twisted on that afternoon when I died ignominiously among the corn stalks.  

(And where were you, Second Suspect, covetous of poor dead B’s chair, where were 

you when he wept his last?  Don’t write off young lad Arbunkle yet, I’ve been think-

ing just now.)

 Chairman Mao:  We’re replacing Reginald, dear boy, get your CVs from Candy 

Tabitha and please join.

 Second Suspect:  Oh lord not him again.  Let the dead remain so.

 Limp limp, hand out, head nod, limp limp sit.

 Mao:  Quite.  Fallen comrade, etc.  Discussion, anyone?

 Ensuing battle, outcome uncertain but the Hoary Head of Formalists staging a 

remarkable underdog fight, like an asthmatic terrier, wheezy but spunky.  Under the 

table, Cindy’s leg brushes against Mao’s slender ankle; Mao distracted, unnoticing; 

again, brush brush, insistent; Mao turning, neck hair scraping Nehru:  scowl.  And 

then—gasp!—Mao thrashes out, catches Cindy on the shin with a tip of Mr. Lee.  

Cindy stiffens, then faces resolutely forward.

 The meeting ends; nothing resolved, though it never is.  CVs under wing, they 

flee, fresh air now and talk of the dead over, thank God, we never liked him much 

anyway.

 Onion Cindy to Onion Charlie, at the door in a terse whisper:  I want a baby.
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Arrest!

Second suspect!?!  What in God’s name happened to the first?!?  Patience, dear 

reader, patience and sleep easily:  those pigs in blue have already arrested that 

poor Arbunkle lad, tackled and dragged him from that horrid Pizza Hut Delivery on 

the North Side, where he, no journalist slots in sight, has been forced to make his 

way through this brief life.

—Lawyer!  My lawyer! poor Arbunkle cries, handcuffed and kicking over a vat of 

the Thin ‘n’ Crispy sauce.

 Cops unmoved, pudgy in polyester.  Pizza foremost in their proletarian pig 

minds as the smell of garlic and oregano wafts up heavenly from the floor.

 Cop #1 (to acned worker):  I’d get a mop for that, son.  And I’ll take a large 

pepperoni with extra cheese to go.

 Cop #2 (leading our hero, now sobbing quietly, a broken dog):  Make mine 

jalepeño.

 Cop #1:  Jalepeño?

 —Why, why? from poor Arbunkle.

 Cop #2:  Because I’ve got a cold and the spices clear my nose.

 Arb.:  No, I mean...oh never mind.

Here, in this wretched darkness I call my high seat, here, finding in death a quench-

less, unexpected love for you, dear boy, I can do nothing to help.  Freeing you now 

would be like shutting off the sun:  it simply can’t be done, I’m afraid.  That’s what 

death is like, among other things.  Epiphenomenalism, the philosophers call it, only 

here the world at large is my eternally out-of-reach body, and all that’s left of me is 
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this feeble old-man’s mind.

 Yes, dear reader, dead but smitten.

But who is this Second Suspect?

 Dead Man’s Response:  He who wears the black gloves; he, perhaps, who 

kills?  

 But it’s facts you want, isn’t it?  A fellow Milton scholar, then, younger and 

more ambitious than I.  Frederick Huston Eager shall we call him?  For his real name 

is too cheap for this, my final tale.

 EAGER!?!?  Oh please.

 Very well then.  Dispense with mere mortal monikers forthright and call the 

devil by his proper.

 The Dark One, I shall call him.  For such he is.  

 In the meantime, while you and I quibble thus over names, sadly fallen to this, 

yes, dear Arbunkle lies forsaken in a cell.

But perhaps this is all a lie.  Perhaps I, not dead and gone, sit merrily at my desk, 

sherry at hand, red robe wrapped snug around my freshly powdered neck.  Having 

one over you then, sip scribble sip, ha ha, what ho, I say:  they are fooled, what? 

rather, etc.

 But I do not lie, nor shall I:  dead I am; in joy take that.  Stuck in this ageless, 

lightless box with no sustenance but these words and their memory of lit worlds.

 Yes, I, like Arbunkle, the sweet prince, in prison lie.

Scene:  Prison.

 Arbunkle  (after three grueling hours with Detective Wayne Duty—he who, 

because of his seniority and his fame for having cracked the Ferris Wheel Murder 

case, has been assigned the task of finding the bastard who put your humble in this 

horrid black hole):  Onion?  Onion?  Is that—is that you, Onion?

 Onion (at arm’s length, brushing off Arbunkle’s efforts to hug):  Of course it’s 
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me.  You owe me a thousand bucks and don’t tell Cindy.  And by the way, you’re a 

free man.

 Arbunkle:  Free?  

 For the moment, says Onion.

 Thank God, says Arbunkle (dropping to his knees).  Oh thank God.  I’m a 

changed man, Onion, changed.

 Onion:  Innocent.  Innocent, not changed, you idiot.  Talk like that around here 

and they’ll hand you a bible and throw out the key.

 Arbunkle (rising, dusting his knees):  Right.  Of course.  I didn’t kill that 

faggot, you know that.

 Onion (handing the guard a bond receipt):  Of course.

Stiff upper lip, Blister, stiff upper.  Perhaps if I’d remained topside, walking among 

the lit, I might have persuaded dear Ar to try the world my way; taught him to enjoy 

the backwards glance.  But no more of this talk of faggots, it goes through the bones 

like dull knives.  Imagine rather the two of us as Shropshires, chest to chest:  imagine 

that it is we two who lie discovered in the field, and that it’s the dreaded Dark One, 

not I, that crosses the field to his death.  Much joy in that scene, yes, almost as much 

as if I were merely lifting the sherry, pausing the pen for brief meditations between 

these sentences.  Such pleasant thoughts.  

 Only after the road has ended do the Frost thoughts come; the roads not taken 

and so on.  One discovers, from the final hill, that there were so many.

There is, of course, the matter of the shirt, that plain white shirt tucked beneath 

pizza polyester and adorned with what the cops gloatingly knew meant guilt and 

the rope:  eat me.  Poor Arbunkle, staring down uncomprehending at his Shropshire 

chest, while the cops wonder why a white rabbit should spew such porno filth.
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Lord, Lord:  Free At Last

I shall not linger long in this room, where the shades are drawn and the Onions 

grunt with such unappealing effort.  Merely note in passing:  afterwards, while 

Charlie washes himself obsessively, the Cindy creature (so repulsive now without 

her clothes; cover your eyes, lest ye see nay more) lies with a pillow beneath her, 

legs lifted, the Charlie spunk drip-ooze-sliding into her wellspring of life and finding 

itself alone and eggless.

Meanwhile above them our hero and his intended, she of the hard etc.: two-back-

beasting it with fervor and sweating, though silent.  Grunt wince grunt wince grunt 

wince ah.  Rinse and repeat.  Afterwards our hero unrolls the two lime-green Trojans 

to their ends and drapes them over the toilet as if they were laundry in a cheap tene-

ment.  A child’s leggings, perhaps.  And it is there that they are forgotten until the 

next morning when Onion Cindy, sadly childless, pierces the empty air with a savage 

bellow.

But how came our beloved to dwell (and screw) under the Onion roof?

 A single line, in answer to a simple question.

 Charlie (in prison parking lot):  Where will you go?

 Hero (shrugging):  Drive around, I suppose, look for a place to shit.

 A line that warmed Onion’s shriveled insides, re-animated friendships long 

dormant and somehow even made him remember the smell of falling leaves in 

autumn.

—I want him gone! a phone-trapped voice now shrieks, so loudly that Charlie, 
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clutching the office phone to his ear, hears only I won and thinks for a brief moment 

that his wife has won the lottery.  Problem solved, enough of the greens to buy a brat 

if it comes to that, no more of this insanity with the pillows and thermometers and 

lifted legs like fallen bugs.   I’m free, he shouts to his soul, his withered cellmate, I’m 

free at last.

 —Now, she adds.  Do you understand?

 What?

 She repeats herself, low enough to understand.

 Drop a stone over the Grand Canyon and it will fall no further or faster than 

did Onion Charlie’s heart at those words.

 In a sigh:  What has he done?

 —It’s that bitch-in-heat, defiled our domicile, etc.

 These things are so tiresome.  Watching them, I no longer miss life.  But we’ve 

all been there, haven’t we?  Fill in the blanks, then.  I know I’m skipping a lot in this 

transmission but it’s all so boring, suddenly.  I’m beginning rather to like it here, and 

frankly I find your interest tiresome.

 To summarize:  He-Onion home lickety-split, forking Trojans into the toilet, 

arms-length, she-Onion presiding while, unbeknownst and neglected, this month’s 

egg slides into place with a microscopic thud.
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Gainfully So

Iris out onto a glowing summer dawn:  grass glistening, birds chirping, etc., and 

in the distance, over the hill, the sound of an unsuspecting boy pedaling himself 

and forty-nine newspapers toward our sleeping hero.

 For it is dear Arbunkle lying thus beneath the pink azaleas, legs extended and, 

in dream, forgotten.  Snoring baby-soft and shifting occasionally from the bugs that, 

in dreamland, are merely the tickling fingertips of a naked lass who calls herself 

Bambi Ticklepuss.

 Then over the hill comes our newsboy, whistling and finding that, despite his 

tender, unthinking age, he is strangely moved by the heavenly return of sunlight.  

Even in youth, splendor—true beauty—is occasionally noticed, and thus it is only 

in passing that he sees the protruding feet, and by then of course he has ridden over 

them and provoked the ire of their keeper:  Arbunkle, shrieking phlegmatically, claw-

ing his way upright as the newsboy, splendor forgotten and pants piss-soaked, leaps 

from his bike and scurries, slipping and gasping, back over the hill whence he came.

Much gasping and spewing from Arbunkle, of course, the weight of the unseen bike 

and its newspapers lying across his legs like a knife-poked corpse.

 Framed! his mind shrieks.  I’ve been framed!

 In the distance, retreating, the shrieking newsboy, shouting murder.

 And finally our hero, who is a slow riser, pulls himself from beneath the aza-

leas, frees his legs and, finding no body and seeing nothing else to do, opens one of 

the newspapers and begins reading.

Then, on E4, next to a photograph of a man sticking his head into a giraffe’s boot-
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shaped mouth:  Journalists Needed, in large, bold letters.

Quick cut to close-up of our hero, shaving himself in the squeaky-clean john of the 

Amoco Quickie Mart.  Scraping with an old razor he’d found in the Dasher’s glove 

compartment.  Then the final rinse and face lifted for the tight shot:  new man.

 On the way out, falling into a distorted imitation of normal life, he orders two 

dozen dinner fries and a coffee to go and consumes them in the newspaper’s lobby.

Meanwhile the Onions commute to the department in a bubble of silence; egg 

spermless with only ten hours respite before that final flushing.  Traffic terrible, 

as always; circling a statue, Onion Charlie rides over the curb and flicks an angry, 

twisted finger at the car beside him.

 —Slow down, his wife says, secretly naked and plotting beneath her knee-

length coat.  I may be pregnant.

 Charlie (to himself in a hissing whisper, concealing the words behind a blast 

of the horn):  Not you, you barren sow.

 —We don’t want a miscarriage on top of everything else, do we?

 —Of course not, dear, he says, and they slide back into their bubble of silence 

as if it were a warm bath whose waters promised solitary immortality.

Scene:  departmental office

 Hoary Head of Formalists (orange juice container tilted over cup but nothing 

coming):  Damn.

 Candy Tabitha (looking up from mag):  Sorry?

 —Empty, says the HH of F.  Didn’t I ask you to refill this?

 Candy Tabitha (head back in mag; nonchalant):  I did.

 HH of F:  Where’s it gone, then?

 CT:  Night fairies?

 HH of F (under breath, head inside refrigerator):  Hussy heathen.

 Onion Charlie (appearing suddenly from the hallway; alone):  Trouble?
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 Slipping the umbrella over his wrist, glancing at his empty mail slot and finally 

joining HH of F inside the refrigerator.

 —I said, trouble?

 —What?  Eh?

 Candy Tabitha:  His orange juice has gone missing again.

 —Again?

 CT:  Every day this week like clockwork.

 HH of F:  Blast it all.

 He lifts the container again, a drip that might feed a newt finding its way to the 

lip and making the lonely plunge into the HH of F’s dry cup.  Anguish, mouth and 

soul parched.  Then, the memory of the committee fight still strong, the Hoary Head 

shuffle-struts down the hall to Mao’s office to lodge a formal complaint.  Immedi-

ately, Candy Tabitha is beside Onion Charlie.

 —Where is he?

 —Who?

 —You know who.  Woody. 

 —Oh.  I don’t know.  He’s not staying with us anymore, you know.

 —Well, I know that.  But he hasn’t called or anything.

 —Maybe he’s been arrested again.

 —Ha ha.

 The door opens and from the hall appears the childless Frau Onion, advancing 

with a fury.

 Candy Tabitha (even as she speaks regretting it):  Oh, Cindy, have you seen 

Woody?

 Cindy (having already stormed past CT):  I hope never to see that murderer 

again, dear.  No time to chat now.  I’ve got something to raise with the Chair.  But 

(hand on Mao’s knob) if you take my advice, you’ll steer clear of that man.  It’s when 

they’re out on bail that they get desperate.  You may be next (this last bit said while 

gaining momentum; then she plunges into Mao’s office, pulling the door shut behind 

her with her right hand while with her left she grips the lapels of her coat, under 
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which she is naked and sweating; a moment’s silence, then the rather strange sound 

of three disparate voices joining in a single, choked scream of shock and fear).

—Yes, Arbunkle sighs.  It’s true.  I’m out on bail.

 The Director of Personnel (whom, despite her being ten years older than him, 

our randy hero finds whoppingly appealing) frowns judge-like over her oversized 

designer frames:  But of course you’re innocent.

 Ar (hands lifted):  Of course.

 The Director hesitates, glances at her notes, says:  It doesn’t pay much.

 Arbunkle shrugs, little-boy look doing its best but not quite finishing her off.

 —I really think we should see what the jury says first.  It would look bad after 

all, if you were found guilty of murder, wouldn’t it?

 Ar (smile of an angel):  But I won’t be.

 D of P:  Quite.  Well then.  Welcome aboard.  It might be wise, by the by, 

to write under a pseudonym until everything is cleared up.  How about...oh, say:  

Marvin Hatpence?

 To which Arb, smiling, says:  Marvin Hatpence, c’est moi.

 D of P:  There it is, then.  And may I recommend a good lawyer?

 She takes the pen from her desk, sets it to a scrap of paper, and writes:  Win-

ston Crobe; Crobe and Crobe.  And then, after checking the Rolodex, she writes two 

numbers, first the lawyer’s and, beneath it, her own.
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Hero Birth

Hard cut to Hero Arbunkle climbing tangled from bed sheets that seem to grip 

like the legs of a stubborn octo-; the Director of Personnel snoring quietly 

all the while.  Vertigo from the sheet wrestle and then, when the floor returns to its 

proper, our hero steps naked and flaccid onto it.  From the street, a mix of voices.  Ar 

at the window.  Peek:  pigs.  Dart back.  Ice-veined.  Peek again:  pigs.  Hero heart-

throated.

 Three patrol cars, three polyester pigs to match.  Camped out in front of the 

D of P’s.  Waiting.  Arb scrambles for clothes, coming up with the D of P’s panties 

and, not finding his own, slipping them oversized and empty over his boy-sized hips.  

Then the pants, foot slide foot slide zip button, and finally the shirt, in the left sleeve 

of which he finds his underwear.  He stuffs the Y-fronts in a pocket, checks the side 

window.  Pigs still.  A fourth car pulling up.  Thoughts of the back fence occur, but 

of course the fourth car is now parked next to the Director’s driveway, not ten feet 

from our hero’s Dasher.

 No escape.  Dead End.  Blind Alley.

Manfully, he draws himself up, opens the door, steps out.  A moment on the steps—a 

proud man that, eh, Lieutenant? yes, proud but sadly guilty, snap on the cuffs, Ser-

geant—and then dear Arbunkle is crossing the lawn, unstopped.  Next door, a house-

wife steps from her porch and likewise walks to her car.  

 Woody:  Slam.

 Housewife:  Slam.

 Arbunkle checks the rearview:  cops laughing, coffee-swilling.  Key in igni-

tion.  Woody vroom, housewife vroom.  Arm over the seat for the driveway descent.  
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Back out, back out, stop.  Cars coming.  Endless line, staggered out just enough to 

tease.  Perched on the tip of the road, Ar watches the cops and finally spots the radar 

gun in the front car.  

 Speed trap.  Lousy speed trap.

 Whoo.  Our hero free again.

 Slam.  It’s the housewife, car idling and she now crossing the lawn.

—Officers, I’m having difficulty getting out of my driveway.  Do you think one of 

you could stop traffic for just a moment?

 Blank stares from the pigs and then coughing and scrambling to be the first.

 —Of course.

 —Please, let me.

 —Be a gentleman, Bill, you—

 —Damn it out of my way, can’t you see she’s . . .

 And finally a pig waddles into the road, arms lifted.  Screech, stop.  Pitter 

patter housewife, slam.  Then gone.  Cops return to coffee, leaning against fenders.  

Our hero, blocked during the traffic stop by the pig named Bill, watches traffic.

 —Excuse me, he calls out, not bothering to open the car door.  Think you 

could stop traffic for me too?

 Bill sets his coffee down.  Sir?

 Our hero repeats himself.

 Bill comes up the driveway.  Sir, he says, do you know what this uniform 

means?

 Hero:  Free coffee?

 Bill:  Step out of the car, please.

 Hero:  But I just—

 Bill:   Step out of the car, please.

 Our hero glances over his shoulder:  the other three are coming up the drive-

way now.  He opens the door and steps out.

 Tall cop:  What’s the problem, Bill?
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 Bill:  Got a joker here.

 Short cop:  A joker, huh?

 Bill:  Doesn’t understand what this uniform means.

 Fat cop:  How about that.

 Bill:  Let’s see your ID, pal.

 Our hero fishes through his pockets, pulls out the Y-fronts.

 Bill:  What the hell’s that?

 Hero (holding the Y-fronts out to Bill):  My underwear.

 Bill (knocking the Y-fronts deftly to the ground):  And just who’s underwear 

are you wearing?

 Hero:  No one’s.

 Fat cop:  Mind if we look?

 Hero:  Don’t I have some rights, guys?

 Short cop:  How about that ID?

 More fishing, then Arb hands over the ID to Bill.

 Bill (handing the ID to the short cop):  Call it in.

An uncomfortable few minutes pass while the dispatcher runs Arbunkle down.  Then 

up comes the short cop, grinning.

 Out on bail, he says.  Murder.

 Bill:  Holy shit.  We hooked ourselves a live one this time, fellas.

 Arb is then frisked by the fat cop, who peeks down the small of our hero’s back 

to get an ID on his underwear.  Fruitless.

 Fat cop:  Clean.

 Bill (as if he hadn’t heard the fat cop):  Just what are you doing in this neigh-

borhood, Mr. Arbuckly?

 Hero:  Arbunkle.  Seeing a friend.

 Bill:  Name?

 Hero:  I’d rather not.

 Bill:  Uh huh.  Got their underwear on?
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 Hero:  Do I look like it?

 Bill:  That answer’s almost as stupid as my question.  

 Hero:  Look, guys.  Do I need to call my lawyer?

 Tall cop:  You got a lawyer?

 Hero:  Yes.

 Tall cop:  What’s his name?

 Arbunkle fishes again, comes out with the card.  Winston Crobe, he says, of 

Crobe and Crobe.

 Tall cop:  Never heard of him.

 Fat cop:  Sure you have.  He’s the guy with the secretary that—

 Bill:  Boys, why don’t we let old Arbuckly here pull out of this driveway and 

then see where he goes?

 Chuckle, then another struggle to see who gets to stop traffic.  Sighing, our 

hero returns to his car and glances up in time to see the Director of Personnel pull 

back the shades and gape.

—I’m a dead man.

 Onion Charlie pulls the phone from his ear, looks at it, sets it back.  Hello?

 —I’m a dead man, Arbunkle says.  In a sped-up whisper.  But I’m not crazy so 

listen up, he says.  That Blisterkunst bastard is alive.  Or something of him still is.

 For you see, dear reader, while our hero drove randomly across town with an 

escort of four pigs, I had done the impossible:  I crossed that line between your world 

and mine; I, dead, spoke to Arb, living.  First went my brain, like a grotesque birth, 

gaping, reeling into an unexpected world and blinking.  Then my heart followed, 

slipping like an afterbirth into daylight, with a message for my hounded beloved.  

Only brain-head and heart, hovering horrific over our hero, a horrid sight anywhere, 

but in front of a Dairy Queen downright incomprehensible, sense- and brain-denying.  

Yet, lipless, faceless, two hovering lumps merely, I managed to sputter-speak.

 Arb:  He said to meet him at this swamp where a train conductor was beheaded.  

He said if I don’t, I’m a dead man.  That Crobe’s a snot—that’s exactly what he said.  
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Not worth a dime.  None of them are.  But Blisterkunst is going to help me.  He’s 

going to set me free.

 Onion (unimpressed):  So we’re supposed to go to some swamp and help a 

ghost find his head?

 Ar:  Something like that.  But it has to be all of us.  You, me, Candy Tabitha, 

Cindy.  Game? 

 For a moment Onion Charlie muses, sizes up his life.  What the hell, he says.
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A Second Brush with Death

From one night-black route to the next, long and silent, our fearless foursome 

ride, Onion Charlie at the helm with wife beside, while behind, beneath a 

musty Hudson Bay blanket, snuggle Arbunkle and Candy Tabitha, the former so pre-

occupied with thoughts of the dead that he almost ignores the hands groping, pulling 

back the belt buckle and popping loose the buttons beneath.  More turns and a long 

stretch of black road and finally Onion Charlie turns right at the elementary school 

whose mascot Indian head grimaces silverwhitepink under the sodium vapors.  Still 

further, then, through a long corridor of trees that will lead them, sure as rain, to the 

point where the living have traditionally chosen to seek the dead.  

 One mile, two; nothing but woods and signs forbidding trespassing.  Then 

behind the line of trees:  fields of soybean and lettuce, from which lurches a family 

of deer:  papa mama and bambi.  Onion smashing the brake pedal for all it’s worth; 

gasp-shrieking from the car’s four mouths startling the deer more than the brakes’ 

screech.  Then hop-hop they go, across the road to munch lettuce.  Whew; brow 

wipe; collective sigh.  Then another mile, where at last the expected railroad appears 

at an unexpected spot.

—Is it here? says Onion Cindy to Candy Tabitha, who years before had visited 

the dead with a date whose single pre-occupying thought had been meeting Jim 

Morrison’s ghost.

 Candy Tabitha:  I’m not sure.

 Cindy, not yet willing to discuss with her husband the reason she had disrobed 

before their mutual chairman, stares at the twin tracks of steel and sighs.

 Finally:  map unfolded, routes traced and...I say, old man—this route crosses 
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the rails in two places.

 —So which is it?  from the car, collectively.

 Blank stares and crumbling noises while the map is folded, and then, no one 

willing to climb out alone and yell for your humble, Charlie-at-the-helm-Onion 

drives through the trees one mile exactly to the next railroad crossing, which is, if 

anything, even less inviting.  Again more blank stares until Candy Tabitha, she of the 

car’s youngest eyes as well as the hardest, etc., plucks out of the blackness a dim, 

familiar shape.

 —I remember that, she says, pointing.

 The others strain, come up with nothing.

 —There, again pointing, and then, as if it were a ship sliding into a fog-

shrouded harbor, the house appears.

 Window glass gone, doors popped from their frames, clapboards bone-white 

with weathered age.  Beside it a tree manifests itself, stretching its limbs to cuddle 

and conceal the house.

 —We got out here, Candy Tabitha says.

 No door handles are turned, nor is it suggested.  Eight eyes in four uncertain 

and suddenly rather frightened heads peer into the darkness.  But this is not the vigi-

lant watch the spirit world demands; this is merely fear of the dark, a pitiable trait 

among four adults.  Finally, it is the helmsman who speaks.

 —I think it’s the other spot.

 Grumbling, disagreement, half-hearted effort to get out of the car and confirm 

the sight, and then the car is started, turned around and driven back to the first cross-

ing.

One retraced mile later, the helmsman steers cautiously onto the mud-splattered 

shoulder, the ship’s headlights scanning over beer cans, cigarette butts and empty 

packs, candy and hamburger wrappers, and a single condom that, in the headlights, 

looks like a child’s legging and causes hrumphs and throat-clearings all around.

 Helmsman:  This has got to be it.  All the trash, the shoulder, etc.
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 Still, no one moves.  Then, unexpectedly, it’s Onion Cindy, clucking and step-

ping heavily onto the debris.  Soon, goaded, the others follow.  And are surprised 

by the heat that rises from the road, the moisture that pushes through the swampy 

marshes beyond the trees.  

 Except for the strip of sky over the tracks, the road is dark.  Looking one way, 

back into the city, the strip is pink; the other way, navy-blue with star-dots.  

One hundred thirty-five years ago, a train loaded with Confederate war-wounded 

crossed this road, then only a deer path.  It entered the woods here at full steam, 

aiming to cross the marshes before nightfall.  Less than a half a mile later—mere sec-

onds of travel—the locomotive encountered Yankee-twisted tracks.  For a moment, 

train and passengers floated, then tumbled, twisted, screeched, ceased.  The con-

ductor, who had invented a prototype of the kazoo and had even sold forty-nine to 

wounded soldiers, was thrown against the door.  When the train finally fell, he was 

decapitated by a falling wood ax.  It is this man who haunts this place, pacing the 

tracks, lamp lifted, searching in vain for the head that will make him whole again 

and let him slip completed into that world we dare not question and yet forever seek, 

paradise.

Road, woods and marsh oblivious to all this, of course, croaking twittering chirping 

and generally ignoring the cars that bring the supplicants seeking news of the other 

side (which, of course, the conductor couldn’t give them anyway, never having been 

there himself.  Imagine what form a dialogue with the conductor would take:  Seen 

my head?  No?  Have I what?  I wish.  Sure you haven’t seen that head?  Damn.  

Damn.  Here somewhere.  What?).  Normally, they come intoxicated, their courage 

propped up with chemicals, but Arb & Co. huddle together sober, frightened of the 

forest and its hidden mysteries.

 Cindy (whispering):  Well?

 Clearing of throats, foot-shifting.

 Charlie:  Which way?
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 Glances up and down moonlit tracks.  In the starlight, they beckon, and each 

of our four, in their own way, wonders whether they might be better off just breaking 

away and...each wanting to follow the tracks alone despite...

 A pair of headlights bobs through the trees accompanied by the drone of a 

motor making its way toward our four.  Like deer they lock legs, wait; heart-throated.  

But the droning motor nudges its way onto an unseen road and drifts into the trees on 

the city side of the tracks, eventually dwindling to a whisper...and is gone.

 Another collective sigh, legs lifted, stretched.  Eyes searching the woods, the 

tracks, then turning as a pack on our hero.

 Together:  Where?

 Hero:  Momentarily.

Hours pass.  Sitting on the hood, leaning on the fenders, lying on the ground, sit-

ting on the tracks.  First staring back into the city, then turning to stare into the 

marshes.  But noth-

ing.  Finally they 

break up into sep-

arate couples, like 

strangers on a beach, 

Onions to the tracks, 

Candy Tabitha and 

our hero back to the 

car hood, where they 

lie under the stars 

and stare up word-

less:  fingers-inter-

locked.  Near four 

o’clock, a shooting 

star streaks across 

the strip of sky, the 
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length of the tracks.  Ar and CT so busy shrieking and pointing that at first they don’t 

hear the Onions’ simultaneous shrieking.

 Then, in a terse whisper, Onion Charlie:  He’s here.

 Vaulting from the hood, sprint-flying to the tracks:  a collection of pink dots 

hover playfully several hundred yards into the marshes.

 —Jesus Christ.

 Hesitation, then tentatively, slow as a mine sweeper, Onion begins walking 

down the tracks toward the lights, which dart and dodge, oblivious.  The others 

watching, not moving.  He reaches the edge of the woods, turns back to beckon.  The 

lights dissolve.  Become nothing.  More waiting, but they don’t return.

 —Marsh gas, Woody says, reason regained.  Firm in his fickle faithlessness 

again, yet with a hint of let-down.

 Back to separate couples again.  Chirp chirp, hoo hoo.  Otherwise silence.  A 

few mosquitoes passing through stop to draw a little of the red stuff and then, after 

the moon has cleared the treetops and cast a blue-funk glow over the track and its 

haunted air, the Onions rise and wander down the tracks.  The air is cooler now and, 

standing on the spot where Onion Charlie had stood when the lights evaporated, their 

thoughts drift lazy as the lights, each in their windowless world, feeling history and 

time as yes, as nowhere, as none.  Then, in the distance, another droning motor.

Mad dash back to the road, feet slipping off the tracks slick as mud, grunting with 

fear.  Ar and Candy Tabitha vaulting from the hood, Ar simultaneously struggling to 

button back his fly (yes, at it again).

 Onion Charlie (guttural):  In the car.

 Panic; wasted, soap-slick movements:  hands grasping and slipping loose, legs 

suddenly fallen asleep or dead even, rooted like trees as the motor hums nearer.  

Doors pop open; clumsy, over-sized bodies pile into the car suddenly grown two 

sizes too small, then:  slam slam slam...slam.  Silence.  Through the trees, headlights.  

Not a breath from our heroic four.  Nearer, nearer comes the drone, headlights scan-

ning over them, and finally it appears, a small import, bubbling like a motor sub-
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merged in sea water.  Blub blub blub blub, diminishing now, disappearing through 

the trees that lead to the second crossing.  General exhalation from the car, then:  

sweat turns cold as the car is heard to turn and make its way back toward them.

Candy Tabitha, suddenly unfrozen, spastically clutches the flashlight at her feet and, 

with less thought than a tree, clicks it on.

 Collectively:  Off!

 Recovering her senses, she struggles with the buttons and discovers that the 

flashlight offers two more options:  flashing yellow light and a whining siren, each 

of which commence at the flip of their switches.  

 CT (near hysterics):  Oh my God.

 Our hero, likewise unfrozen, clutches the flashlight and begins bashing it ruth-

lessly against the back of Onion Charlie’s seat.  To no avail.  As the mystery car 

approaches, droning, our questing quartet present a whirling light-and-sound show.  

Then, as the mystery car comes abreast, Arb manages to crush the light on the back 

of Onion Charlie’s head.  Lights out for both the flashlight and poor Charlie.  Only 

Cindy, ignoring her slumping husband, has the foresight to peek into the mystery 

car and see nothing more than a forty-nine year-old man out of work and delivering 

newspapers to make ends meet.  What she doesn’t see though, is your humble, mani-

festing himself in the form of a nose and a right ear, riding low in the passenger’s seat 

and finding himself wholly incapable of rising any higher.

Drone goes the mystery engine, smaller and smaller until it is merely a single halo 

of pre-halogen light, and then, too small for our terrified tetrad (minus blacked-out 

Onion) to hear, a gut-busting bellow explodes from within as our over-aged out-of-

work newspaper boy sets his hand on your humble’s right ear.  Bellowing, shrieking, 

wetting himself and then falling lifeless onto yours truly, trapping me temporarily 

against a newsprint photo of a newly discovered two-headed toad.  The pre-halogen 

halo drifts handless, then locks radar on the nearest pine tree and, leaping the ditch, 

plows bumper-first into it.
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 The noise is negligible, but perhaps something askew in the peripheral catches 

the eyes of our remaining three:  the pre-halogen halo now turned to a single, cyclops-

beacon shining back toward them and unmoving.  Poor Arbunkle, thinking finally his 

headless prince had come, leaps from the car.  But is greeted by no headless lantern-

bearing train conductor in Confederate grays.  Instead:  the incessant droning of our 

ceaseless mystery engine, like the squirming legs of a bug on its back.  By now, of 

course, the women have stepped tentatively back onto pavement and as Ar explains 

the beacon, Onion Charlie lifts his head from the wheel and stares about him.  Sadly 

groggy and double-visioned, but nonetheless alive.

 Minutes pass while the unseen Onion struggles to climb out, and then, our 

heroic four a foursome again, they watch the silhouette of the newsboy likewise 

climb out; likewise double-visioned but alive.  Glances about, then, remembering, 

darts head back into car...but sees nothing awry.  I, of course, having hocus-pocused 

back to this miserable darkness.  Shakes head, disbelieving, then backs back onto the 

road and, deciding that the right-hand road of the two matches up to the world, he 

follows it through the trees and is gone.
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Duty Calls

Such dreams I’ve come to have, dear reader, since learning to skirt the ether 

that separates our two worlds:  dreams of the great migrations—white, brown, 

yellow peoples, their own puny faiths supplanted by me, the only man to cross the 

line of death with ease—rushing like mendicants to touch the hem of my fashionable 

brown trousers and purchase the mass-produced replicas of my Resurrected Form 

that will keep your humble in tall cotton—or corn, I suppose one might say—for 

eons to come.  But all for naught.  Sputtering, light-dazed heart-brain grotesquerie, 

that farcical business with the nose and ear, and now back here:  home again, home 

again.  Over and over like a prisoner in a black cell moving my hands along the damp 

walls, looking for the groove that, gripped tightly on its right corner, opens again into 

the lit world.  All the time wondering how I will appear if I ever make it back, what 

I will be and how far I will be reduced:  Which way I fly is Hell; myself am Hell: as 

Uncle Milty said.

 And yet the time for my Return is so ripe!  Back in the lit, I’ve become some-

what fashionable, academic elder murdered bizarrely in a field of corn, hints of my 

homosexuality peeping through the local news coverage and somehow keeping me 

from becoming one of the Tuesday night profiled cases designed to aid the police, 

generate communal togetherness and raise ratings to boot.  They play me for lurid-

ness, I’m afraid.  Imagine their faces, when I tower over them like some great flesh-

less grinning god! 

 Yet I am none (nor, I sometimes fear, shall I be).  So many once-glad thoughts 

come here:  Spring’s new greens; Fall’s smoky smell of decay; the taste of sipped wine; 

even the pinprickly sensation of a sleeping arm or foot.  Then, in the darkness, your 

humble cries quietly, as men sometimes do when they have only walls before them.
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Weeping, wondering, wiping, and more weeping:  am I alone here or do others 

weep and wipe and wonder beyond the four wet walls that contain and conceal me 

as a mouth does its tongue?  And if there are others:  Do we stretch out into an infi-

nite dimension of hell-purgatory?  Do others watch over us, awaiting the redeeming 

thought?  (Oh let it come soon.)  Or is it merely a cosmic computer glitch that keeps 

me here?  A divine bug that pins me thus in etherland, light-years from Paradise and 

forgotten?

But back to our story, in which our hero prowls likewise forgotten.  Up and down 

the streets, heedless and headless, from one gear to the next, looking not for a place 

to shit, but merely to sleep.  And then, as if the Dasher were a trusty sidekick look-

ing out for his fallen, suffering hero, it leads him across town and deposits him in the 

driveway of...

 The Director of Personnel, who at this late hour, covered in night cream and 

sleep wrinkles, does not appeal as much as she once did.

 —Yes?

 —I um, our hero begins, haltingly, gawkingly, I wondered if I could sleep here 

tonight.  

 Scowls beneath the night cream, one hand on knob and the other held defen-

sively above it, to add push to the shove if it comes to that. 

 —On the couch, I mean, adds Ar.

 —What was that business with the police yesterday?  The neighbors are still 

talking.

 —Mistaken identity, Ar says.  I just want to sleep.

 And then, with his hands held out in supplication, our hero returns to the 

angelic and, finding her mothering instinct again, the D of P sighs, opens the door 

and, as the phone begins ringing shrilly, she asks if he’d like to join her in a bath.  

Before our hero can consider, though, weighing night cream against memories of 

unexpected passion, the D of P has answered the phone and returned scowling 

because:
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 —A Detective Duty is trying to locate you.  You’re wanted for interrogation.  

And when it’s done I think you should look elsewhere for a bed.  I’ve got a reputation 

to maintain, after all.

 Ar, sighing, descending steps:  Of course.

Scene:  Interrogation Room

 Detective Duty (slipping the gold foil wrapper off a butterscotch candy and 

staring at it for a moment, allowing saliva to build, then:  pop!  Grinning to himself 

only, for this is no cop routine, he truly loves the things; they are, in fact, his first 

love):  So.

 Arbunkle (sickened by Duty’s moist lips):  Yes?

 Duty:  Let’s go (slurp, sigh) over it again.

 Silence while Duty twirls the wrapper, thoughts on the next one already.

 Duty:  Where were you when the fag or rather uh ar um uh...professor died?

 Cringe.  But already, before our hero has finished the first sentence—a sen-

tence which reveals, yes, dear reader, brace yourself:  a three-hour gap in his alibi, 

enough to drive halfway to Charlottesville and murder your humble—even before he 

can unwrap his second butterscotch candy, our diabetic detective has slipped into a 

sugar-buzzed memory of his second true love, his greatest case, the one that ensures 

his own immortality:  

THE FERRIS WHEEL MURDER 

At first they think the dripping is a joke:  the group in front of them had been so 

strange.  

 Boy #1:  Knock it off.

 Drip drip drip.  Nasty.  Squeezing up against each other on the seat’s dry side.

 Boy #2:  Cut it out!

 Attendant gawking up at them snuggling as they rotate back up; thinking:  

little faggots.

 Car rising above them:  drip drip drip.  Boy #1, dunking an index digit, lifts it 
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to the floodlight at the top of the wheel.

 Screaming:  Blood!

 Boy #2 clutching and staring.

 Shrieking:  Stop the ride!  Stop the ride!

 Dripdripdripping steady stream now.  The metal seat sounding like a bucket 

catching rain from a leaky roof.

 This time around, heeding the boys’ screams:  the attendant leans hard on the 

brake; struggles to  line the boys’ car up with the unloading platform.

 Boy #1 (stammering):  Somebody’s bleeding in the car above.

 Whirl, squeak, whirl, as the suspicious car is lowered at a crawl.  Whirl, 

squeak, hiss, rock to and fro, and then, swinging into the light to reveal...

 A single dead man, his throat cut from ear to ear and a blood-stained Swiss 

Army knife in his lap.

 Boy #1 fainting while, without ceremony, Boy #2 vomits into the dead man’s 

cupped hands.

Officer Braunschweig (whose name comes from the picturesque German college 

town in which his father once strangled three Jews) is the first cop on the scene.

 —We’ve got a stiff on the wheel, he tells his radio.  Send in homicide and a 

forensics unit.

 Crowds of eager tourists form gawking clots around the dead man.  Braunsch-

weig struggles impotently to keep them back.  Minutes of gasping and elbowing and 

then, over a woman’s shoulder, Braunschweig sees Duty pull up on the other side of 

the fence.

 —Over here, waving.

 —Right, right.  Duty unwraps a butterscotch, stares at the crowd.  Christ.  This 

way?

 He points toward the main gate; Braunschweig nods.  The forensics truck pulls 

into the lot, circles once and then Chester Bracken, two years away from retirement, 

steps out with a large suitcase in his right hand and follows Duty through the gate.
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Around and around the Ferris wheel goes Duty.  Eight years in homicide and noth-

ing like this ever.  His first instinct murder, of course—but how to cut a man’s throat 

while he’s sitting alone on a thing going around and around?

 Duty (to Boy #2):  And you’re sure you saw him get on by himself?

 Nod.

 Duty:  Did he look all right?

 Boy #2:  They were all—weird.  You know?

 Duty (nodding, glancing over at the line of lunatics detained along the fence):  

Right.  Officer?  Get this boy’s address so that we can contact him and his friend if 

it proves necessary.

 Braunschweig nods and pulls the kid aside.  Duty steps toward the lunatics and 

then, thinking again, he leans over Bracken, who is snap-flash-snapping the body:  

What do you think?

 —Strange wound.  See the cut?  Bracken holds the tip of his glasses against 

the dead man’s neck.  Very fine cut.  No rough spots.  This knife—pointing at the 

knife still lying in the man’s lap—is sharp, but I just can’t for the life of me see how 

a guy could cut his own throat like that.  Just can’t see it.

 —Murder?

 —Who knows?  Scratches head, lifts camera:  snap.  I mean, it’s not my 

department to worry about these things, but just how would you kill a man on a thing 

like this?  (Hroooo goes a coal train, below the park.)  Used to run one of those 

things, Bracken says.  Thirty years ago.

 Duty:  When can we move the body?

 Bracken (setting camera in suitcase, closing lid):  I’m finished.  He’s all 

yours.

 Duty:  Any ID?

 —Haven’t checked.  I’m going home.  I’m off, you know.  Eight o’clock.

 —Right.

 Duty watches the old man weave through the crowd while a lieutenant, dressed 

in a white shirt and crisp blue trousers and smelling strongly of lime cologne, weaves 
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a parallel path toward Duty.  

 Lieutenant:  What’s up?

 Duty:  Possible suicide.

 —You’ve got to be kidding me.

 —We just don’t know yet, sir.

 —Well, get somebody in here to ID the guy, talk to everyone who was on the 

ride, etc.

 —I’m doing that, sir.

 —Good.

 Duty watches the Lieutenant retreat and then, sighing, works his way toward 

the lunatics.

—I’d be disappointed but not surprised, the psychiatrist says, to discover poor 

Reggie (yes, the same as your humble; horrid, isn’t it?) had killed himself thus.

 Duty:  Thus?  (Notebook out, glancing up:)  Were you on the ride with him?

 Of course, the shrink says.  Just a car away.  I was supervising this rather 

unfortunate outing, Detective.

 —I see, Duty says.  Halfway through the group and already he’s tired.  Hear 

anything?

 —Looking back, I do remember hearing something like gasping noises, but 

the mind plays tricks.

 Duty:  Right.  How long had the ride been going on before you heard the 

noises?

 Shrink:  Just a minute or two.  I thought it might be the machine, you see.  I 

thought it was just wheezing.  I hate to think I could have helped, if I’d only—

 Duty:  I don’t think you could have done anything.  Really.

 A cop appears, mumbles in Duty’s ear.

 —Sure, Duty says to the cop, who in turn signals the EMS people to lift the 

body onto the stretcher.  You’re free to leave, Doctor.  We will be able to reach you 

at the hospital, won’t we?
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 —Of course.  Is there—

 No, no, Duty says, stuffing the pad into his pocket to show the doctor:  no 

problem.  Just in case, you know, he says.  If any of the patients mention anything, 

though, please give us a call.

 The doctor nods, starts to walk toward the lunatics lined along the fence.

 —Oh doctor, Duty calls out.  What was the deceased hospitalized for?

 —Suicidal tendencies.

Cut to close-up of Duty in office, sucking on a butterscotch with the phone crooked 

between his ear and shoulder, while in that tinny effect Hollywood uses to signify a 

phone-trapped voice, we hear the coroner speaking:  Yes yes, the wound may have 

been self-inflicted, but not with the knife found in the man’s lap.

 Duty:  Have you ever seen a suicide cut his own throat?

 Coroner:  Heard about once.  But it wasn’t this neat.  A banker wanted to let 

his family cash in on his life insurance before the cops stumbled onto his embezzling.  

So he staged his own murder.

 Duty (shifting candy from right to left jowl):  How did they break the case?

 Coroner:  They didn’t.  The guy survived and finally confessed.

 —Shit.

 —Yep.

 Duty hangs up, considers the facts.  The dead man apparently had the motive, 

but he didn’t have the means.  If the knife the cops found in his lap didn’t match up 

to the wound, then it was obviously a plant meant to misguide the police.  But Duty 

himself had seen the blood on the blade— 

 He calls the coroner back.

 —Sorry to bother you again; quick question.

 —Shoot.

 —Did the blood on the knife check out?

 —Uh huh.  Sound of shuffling papers then:  Covered with the fresh blood of 

the deceased.
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 Duty:  How the hell is that possible?

 Coroner:  You’re the detective.

Fitful sleep that night, tossing and turning and feeling, as it always does during the 

first few nights of a new case, as if the bed were lazily spin-drifting over the ocean, 

the foot rising over the crest of a cold gray wave and the rest following it in a slick, 

smooth slide, then twisting in the basin north south north east under the wave-gray 

sky and up and over again and finally:  respite, sleep and even, miraculously, for it 

will solve the case:  a dream with. . . 

 A spinning bed that, turned on its edge, becomes a rectangular Ferris wheel; 

two mice sprinting the wheel’s perimeter, the one behind trying to lasso the one in 

front; a vial of blood; and finally, an obese wife who, though married to the lassoing, 

psychiatrist-mouse, is actually sleeping with the pursued, crazy mouse.

Next morning back to the amusement park, which in the daylight looks smaller and, 

without the neon, less impressive.  Once around and then Duty stops at the Ferris 

wheel.  The blood has been cleaned off the seats and ground, but the yellow police 

line is still up.

 —Could I help you?

 Duty turns, flashes his badge at the security guard.

 —Thought I recognized you.

 Just looking around, Duty says.  Have you ever run this thing before?

 —Sure.

 Duty smiles and then, taking a length of piano wire and a butterscotch candy 

from his pocket, he utters the most significant line of his career:  Find somebody in 

the park to ride in the car under me.

And then with a sigh our detective is again sitting before our hero, an hour of inter-

rogation slipped away and his newest dream—that a two-headed Arbunkle had mur-

dered me from a wooden plane—sadly unconfirmed, though not, as you and I, dear 
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reader, know, unfathomable.

 —Free to go, grunts Duty, out of butterscotches and already reaching for the 

door.

 Ar:  That’s it?  You pull me in here in the middle of the night, ask a bunch of 

nonsensical questions and then it’s Free to Go?

 —ArUmYeUhAh, Duty mutters, giving his pockets another once-over and 

coming up candyless.  The psychiatrist could tell him what the dream meant; perhaps 

he should visit him in the morning and ask.  They’d become such good friends after 

the arrest.

 Ar (shouting down hall):  Where am I supposed to go now?

To Candy Tabitha’s, of course.  The ever-willing bearer of the rock-hards that never 

sleep:  ah, ar, thank God she says, in the skimpiest of nighties.  I’ve been worried 

sick.  And so after the nightcap and the shower, having seen our hero to safe abode 

if not sleep, I see nothing for us but to use that most hackneyed device, the slow dis-

solve.

No such luck for poor Onion Charlie, who lies double-visioned and bloated with 

seed beside the menstruating Onion Cindy.  Seen thus in sleep, mouth askew but hap-

pily not snoring, the Onion wife is not actually, in her own way, wholly awful, but 

Charlie is too dizzily distraught to notice or even think:  perhaps in sleep, without the 

gaping, smothering mouth and the grunting twists she might actually...for Charlie, 

when for the first time he slipped his hand between a girl’s legs was, despite photo-

graphic preparation, so shocked by the brush-stiff tuft’s cocky effrontery that he felt, 

dimly in the twilit churchyard, as if the slippery cavity should have had its own name, 

since it seemed to have its own head of hair.  The memory seems to have attached 

itself to his fingertips; he shudders secretly at the thought of having to touch one yet 

again and silently thanks his wife for denying him the conjugal yet again, bone-hard 

or not.  
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But Onion does not pass the night alone.  Through the dim corridors of sleep, past the 

dreams of Candy Tabitha and the Mexican donkey act, flits the mystery fairy, who, 

through bizarre, grotesque, and inexplicable means, manages to make the Dream 

Candy and the Dream Donkey urge Charlie to:

 Riffle the office papers of your humble.

But was it I, you ask, who appeared thus for Charlie?  I, a dead fairy, become a mys-

tery fairy?  I blush to admit it, but yes...it was I.  Far easier to slip into private dreams, 

it seems, than into the shared lit, though I can’t be blamed for that bungled job with 

Duty, the wooden plane and the two-headed monster, that was someone even less 

skilled, yet, when you consider it, no less concerned for your humble, perhaps?  Is 

there, then, someone watching over us after all?

However that may be, up with a bang leaps our Onion, dawn-hard and brow so 

furrowed with purpose that he is again single-visioned:  first, a forceful, forbidden 

boinking of the menstruating wife (who offers merely a stifled deep-sleep yawn) and 

then a manly jog-trot into the office, where, senses flushed, our ransacking New Man 

finds himself sudden-frighted.  But the building is silent—no fear; it’s empty, he tells 

himself, not fully fathoming, of course, the Hoary Head of Formalists’ stubborn will 

to see the Orange Juice Thief unmasked.  And so, like a thief, poor Onion closes 

the door feather-soft and slips like a shadow down the long hall, past the Hoary 

Head’s hidden, purring camcorder, to your humble’s office door, which is strangely 

unlocked and inviting.  All the while thinking:  it’s a trap, you fool, you raped your 

wife and now you’re breaking into a dead man’s—

 But already he is inside and searching.

And finding nothing.  Nada. Twenty-year-old lecture notes, a few scraps of doodling 

paper and a single issue of Boys Talk Dirty.  Finding and lifting the last to the dawn-

lit window, Onion gasps and wonders whether gloves might have been wise.  Too late 

now, of course, the distinctive Onion swirls smearing the ink over the Greek boy’s 
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proffered buttocks (sigh).  Was it this your humble desired, sending poor Onion on 

a hapless task, knowing full well as I must that all the relevant clues lie not here 

but at home, all for nothing but the lurid desire to see Onion thus unexpectedly 

aroused?  For so he is, dawn-hard again, poor chap, and flipping madly despite him-

self.  But enough:  already like an ether-blown Puck flits your Humble from Onion 

to Arbunkle, whispering into his sated ear:

 Riffle the home of your humble.

And back again, flit, back to Onion:

 Riffle the home of your humble.

 So that like two zombies Ar and Onion (in whose back pocket is concealed 

Boys Talk Dirty) gather in the shrubs beneath your humble’s back window and scale 

wordlessly to the strangely open sill, where for a moment like scuba divers they sit 

and breathe and then, with a gulp, they slip inside and drop like twin stones into the 

fish tank beneath.
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An Important Clue from Our Boys in Blue

The fish (into whose tank our heroes have tumbled) being of course long dead 

and floating—though before the last went, the black one with whiskers and 

the flaky skin problem, he managed to gorge himself on three guppies and the right 

arm of my plastic diver—our heroes have merely to deal with the explosion of broken 

glass and the instant forty-nine-gallon pond into which they fall like flopping fish 

themselves.  Spared the flip-flip appeal of water-starved fishes (where to put them?  

the toilet?  but then there’d be the matter of retrieving them, or at least returning 

to feed them periodically—thank God they’re already dead and gone to meet their 

Aquatic Creator in happier waters), Onion and Arbunkle have merely to dry them-

selves, sputtering, and wait for the sirens that never come.  Five minutes, ten, and 

finally, no longer dripping, they rise and then, in a gesture borne more of instinct than 

boldness, Onion reaches over and clicks on a lamp.

Only having once glimpsed the humble’s abode and over a shielding shoulder at 

that, Onion C is intrigued by its ornate clutter, its hint of the Orient and the sugges-

tion—tasteful not lurid—of the profane.  Thus the New Man turned Wide-Eyed Naïf 

in the New World:  standing, squashing flat the unnoticed fish, and reaching, again 

through instinct rather than etc., for African fertility fetishes, photos of past lovers 

grinning naked under Mediterranean suns, the odd porn mag left opened on the shelf 

by a lifetime subscriber sudden gone.  While—yes, sadly, for there seems no hope 

any more for that final moist meeting, does there, except with that oaf Onion—in the 

meantime our hero Arb chooses merely to retract his scrotum and consider vomiting 

into his cupped hands like Boy #2.

 But this is only the sitting room, intended merely as mood-setter; for clues 
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they must pass through it, into the dining room, around the table with its bowl of 

mold-spore bananas and pears, through the kitchen to the back room with its linty 

furnace—where, after an hour of fruitless findings, our keen-witted couple, Hardy 

Frank and Hardy Joe shall we call them, finally find what they have been sent to 

find.

A desk merely—the very one, indeed, at which I supposedly sit while whiling away 

the sherry-sodden night with these wandering tales.  Rather sad, really, now that 

before it like sheepish bullies stand our two; its top pitted and no more than an arms-

length in any direction and above it no moon to inspire.  Yet beneath it, stack after 

stack of pretty-boy porn, enough to whet poor Onion’s appetite yet again:  stooping 

(and thus creasing the stashed office copy of Boys Talk Dirty); riffling through the 

stacks while Arbunkle, like the pigs who’d searched the house at Duty’s request, 

turns away in disgust.

 Saying:  fucking faggots.

 Mmmmm, agrees Onion.  And then, when the Arb’s back is turned, he stuffs 

porn into his shirt and pants for all he’s worth.

Fast forward to Charlie’s office; doors locked, shades drawn, splashes of shiny raw 

youth splayed over desk, table, floor.  Stroke stroke stroke—I say, what’s this?  For 

as our Onion turns a page out slips the note—like a messenger grown weary with 

waiting and nearly, now that after all these months its moment is near, forgetting its 

message, but there it is, finding itself lifted by the Onion’s hand and tilted up to the 

light, where it pants out:

If for any reason I don’t survive the making of this book, I hope that 

someone shall find these notes, someone who sides with me, and finish 

it for me before the others get to them first; for if they do, all is lost. 

And on the back, in clearly printed block letters, is the number of the University of 
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Virginia library study carrel containing the long-anticipated clues that will, yes, quite 

possibly, crack the case.  For you see, dear reader, your humble suspected the end 

might be near, and thus penned the note thus lifted, thus read.  And did he also, you 

think, send dear old Onion into the office to whet his appetite for the blue boys—

playing, as it were, the liberator?
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A Bit of the Gothic

And so over the river and through the woods zoom vroom zoom Herr Dasher 

goes, carrying our Hardys howling like feral dogs now that the scent of the 

hunt is refreshed.  Your humble’s note like a treasure map between them, of course, 

though it took some explaining and hero Arb is still, in the back of his pretty head, not 

sure how it came to be in sweating Onion’s spit-shiny hand.  Parking as always atro-

cious; finally settling for a shady cul-de-sac a mile’s hike from Mistuh Jeffuhson’s 

Univuhsity, a long walk during which poor Onion, give him his due, holds up better 

under interrogation than did our hero Arb when questioned about the pesky lack of 

alibi that would lift Herr Commandant Duty’s worrisome charge of murthering your 

humble.

But like Arb I must likewise squirm shift squirm my way past that sticky pesky lack; 

bear with me and all shall be in the end clear.  For already, can it be true?  Our two-

some already crossing the Lawn, passing the statues and sad summer students and, 

gasp! climbing the steps of the library once so fondly visited by your humble?  Then, 

paper out, carrel number checked with student behind checkout desk and:  whisk! 

through the swinging doors and into the stacks go our heroes!

Years of course since either has worked the stacks, so naturally there’s a little confu-

sion.  Left?  Right?  Straight ahead, dear chaps, straight ahead and...down the stairs 

they go.

 But my! what odd stairs they are:  the landings no more than narrow hospital-

green closets and the tunnel-walled steps linking them iron-and-cement and steep.  

Indeed, winding down into the bowels, punchy with vertigo, our heroes can’t shake 
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the feeling that it is their heads that lead, leaning three steps beyond their stumbling 

feet, feeling alternately like mountain-savvy rams and acid-crazed hound dogs and 

then whoosh! through another swinging door that opens onto another shaft of green, 

another descent, and yet another.  Until, hearts and memories and even names lost, 

our heroes emerge dizzy but grinning on the dim-lit basement floor.  In the distance, 

a lone grad student, paler than the palest bottom-of-the-sea fish, lifts his head over 

the lip of his carrel and then, forlorn, sinks again into its unseen depths.

A few moments wasted matching carrel numbers to the treasure map and then, in the 

back corner:  bingo.

 But of course it’s a mess.  How could it not be after all these years?  Hundreds 

of coffee-stained pages of notes stacked helter-skelter like mating snakes, and on top, 

bottom, likewise everywhere, book after book about...lift the spines to the meager 

light, please, dear Arb:  

 Nazi Germany, swing jazz and, on the spine of a thin, obscure monograph, the 

name of the little-known trombonist and band leader...

 Heinrich Müller.

So there.  It’s finally out, burped up like a slick dark seed:  yes, my secret love child 

is none other than the Great Forgotten Heinrich, who lived under the shadow of the 

Great Immortal Glenn, touring the country with a band of tough guys who could 

swing almost as well as Miller’s front men; almost on the verge of widespread suc-

cess, and then came the war with the Nazis and the problem of promoting a band 

whose leader answered to a Kraut name.  With an umlaut, no less.

 But I’m getting ahead of myself, for already, voices raised, the thrill of the 

successful hunt turning your humble’s humble carrel into an everywhere, our heroes 

are the intendeds of the grad student’s offended hrumphs and, enthusiasm quelled, 

they see nothing for it but to scoop the mess wholesale into cupped arms and bear-

hug-waltz their way across the room and...
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Up the winding stairs go our Brothers Hardy, up up up and finally back through the 

swinging doors and into the lobby, where, startled by sunlight and feeling slightly 

agoraphobic now that the world has expanded again beyond the narrows of a library 

carrel, they don’t see the Humpback Apparition hovering like a fanged phantom next 

to the circulation desk’s rubber plant and dressed thus:  lime-green sweater, purple 

skirt, white knee socks, and well-worn slippers that one might see on...yes, damn it, 

on our old friend Mr. Lee.  Only after checking out the books do they hesitate, col-

lect their wits and realize—oh my God—they’ve left the treasure map in the carrel 

for anyone to find.

 So back down goes Onion, pursued by Humpback Apparition.  Yes, yes, she’s 

still two floors above poor quivering Onion, who hears merely the clump-shuffle-

clump of what must be steel shoes, coming after him down the winding stairs like a 

rusty thresher, but your humble knows the sound and I’ll say no more for poor Onion, 

nearly pee-wet with fear of the over-the-shoulder-pincer-grab-twist-shriek, is now 

run-flying downwards, leap leap smash, leap leap smash, while from behind comes 

the relentless clump shuffle clump shuffle clump.

Meanwhile Arb, notes under arm and thoughts on the alibi and what he must conceal 

(more on that by and by), crosses the Lawn only to be scared witless by a trio of gas-

powered leaf blowers coming up over a ridge like they riding an escalator from hell 

itself.

But back to Onion, leaping now into the basement floor and startling hell out of 

our death-white grad student, who in the turmoil drops three volumes of Whitman 

studies on his left foot and will limp for months because of it.  Onion, startled into 

normalcy by Brother Walt’s tumble, crosses the room with an affected stride that 

does much to recover his sense of manhood, until he looks over his shoulder and 

sees in the doorway...the Humpback Apparition, herself motionless, and grimacing a 

grimace that says to stone-salt-sand-cement-still Charlie:  you ain’t a-going nowhere.  
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Death silence from the stacks and then, one two three, the Humpback Apparition 

leans against the stairwell door and, with an ungodly whishing sound, is gone. 
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All Afloat

But who the humpback?  No names yet, please.  I’ve begun to enjoy myself.  

But I shall admit:   the shock of tomboy brown belies her age, which must be, 

oh, let’s see, say, sixty-seven?  And not to change the subject, but aren’t you wonder-

ing what Cindy Onion might have to say about flashing Chairman Mao?

She:  I don’t know what you’re talking about.

 Not looking away from the TV, on which three babies in diapers prance about 

like fat deer.  

 So fuck off, she says.

 Ah, sweet Cindy, girl of our dreams, linger a little longer, won’t you, for 

here, yes, headlights sweep the walls and momentarily your breathless husband shall 

arrive, ready to burst the seeds of your guilt, if not your womb.

And where Hardy Arby, now that Onion like a thief slips porn-laden into the house?  

To Candy Tabitha’s, of course; though the Director of P sits all night naked under her 

robe, it’s to the Bearer of Hards that he drives, for let’s come to it, she’s the only one 

he can trust, isn’t she?

Cindy:  What are you sneaking around for?

 Eh?

 I said, what are you—

 Oh.  Yes.  (Smile from Herr Onion.)  Tired, dear.

 I don’t trust you, says Onion Frau.

 (Sweat breaks out noticeably across Onion’s brow.)
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 You’re up to something, she says, but 

before he can respond she has leapt from 

the couch like a pregnant sea lion and 

blubbered out a confession:  that she’d 

been attracted to Mao from the begin-

ning, that she couldn’t help herself, it 

was the way he was so forceful in com-

mittee meetings and...so caught up is she 

in her own bellyache soul-washing that 

she doesn’t notice the paper-crackle her 

husband’s torso emits under her tearful 

hugs.  Several grim seconds pass thus, 

and finally Herr Onion is released and 

allowed to climb the stairs to the guest bathroom, where, in place of Arb’s condom 

stockings, he spreads out his porn-horde and, unbuttoning his trousers, forgets it all:  

the carrel, the Humpback Apparition, and even, after a few moments of naked swim-

ming with the Greeked Boy of the Month,  that horrid confession of a love for...who 

(stroke) was (stroke) it (stroke) again?

Meanwhile Arb and the Bearer pass the night playing connect-the-dots with your 

humble’s last, fitful efforts on that woeful planet you so snidely call home and find, 

yes, as you might have expected, the deep end of the pool is just a little deeper than 

they thought.
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Coming Clear

Not that it makes sense quite yet.  Days pass, in fact.  Like spring squirrels 

delightedly digging up winter nuts, they root through the ankle-deep carpet 

of books and notes and make several little piles on the kitchen table—piles which, 

on the fifteenth reading, begin to speak rather fluently among themselves.  These 

several little piles each in turn becoming several more little piles whose vocabularies 

are small but almost scientific in their precision.  A picture emerges, or begins to, but 

even now, this early, they are too...frightened? uncertain? newly, unexpectedly small 

in a large, dark-cornered world?...to discuss it even between themselves, when, late 

at night, they finally roll into bed and—groping and grunting a thing of the past, like 

yesterday’s rosebud—stare separate and speechless into the darkness around them.

 Yet how beautiful they have each become, passing from blinded spring-lust 

to your humble’s freezing-sharp winter knowledge.  If we were to click-click time-

lapse our two, would it not be rather like a flower, a swelling red tulip, growing erect 

and proudly full before our very in the midst of winter?

But of course the world beyond doesn’t stop.  Each morning Candy Tabitha must 

leave her blindingly beloved Arb (for truly love rests in companionship, doesn’t it, 

rather than in the sex?  sad to realize this here, of course, beyond the grasp of all and 

any, but one must deal bravely with adversity, what?) for the short bike pedal into the 

department where, after brewing coffee, she is the unwilling witness to the unending 

saga to replace your humble.

 But what of Hoary Head of Formalists?  Still juiceless?

Surely by now you could guess:  Hoary Head has been, is now, and will for some 

time yet remain...
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 juiceless.

 Bottoms up, HH of F.

 But why the grin when, for the forty-ninth time, no drop there comes?

 Could it be because he has viewed the tape that caught Herr Doktor Onion 

slipping like a thief down the long hall, past the Hoary Head’s hidden, purring cam-

corder, to your humble’s office door, which was, you might recall, strangely unlocked 

and inviting?

But damn it I’ve failed to mention what must be most important at this, a turning 

point in our story—for surely you’ve noticed we’ve nearly reached the treeless half-

way hill, where all becomes visible if not exactly focused, and surely, after a bit of 

a breather and a sip of wine, something must happen here, old Blisterkunst’ll come 

through, what?—namely, that on the morning when, for the fiftieth time Hoary Head 

lifts the juice cup and is gratified to feel merely the sand-desert-drop slip across his 

tongue and to his tastebuds whisper:

 Onion, Onion, so dry, Herr Onion, damn the Onion

—at that moment, Onion himself enters the department and, thoughts elsewhere 

(hint:  stroke stroke), trips over the rug and—

 Extreme close-up of Onion’s grimace; then, as his eye wanders from rug to the 

door, focus-pull over his shoulder to reveal...

 The Humpback Apparition, limping across the sidewalk and glaring through 

the glass door at our startled oaf Onion.

 While much might be made of our having finally surpassed that omnipresent forty-

nine (but you really must wonder if it is only to be replaced by an omnipotent fifty, 

or in the end, a modest fifty-one, like Fortinbras come to rescue fallen Denmark), 

perhaps we should note this:

 The Humpback Apparition is no such, nor merely fanged phantom, for such 

hallucinations are never shared except among Victorian heroines, and surely, you 

would never say that our Onion and Hoary Head, who stand together gaping and 

trembling, qualify as such?
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No merciful vanishing with an ungodly whishing sound this time, I’m afraid, gentle-

men.  You’ll just have to meet her in the flesh like men, because clump limp clump 

limp up the stairs she comes, rusty thresher egads, so terribly terrifying in fact that 

poor flinching HH of F cracks a crown and, sucking in air, must suffer the added pain 

of an exposed dental nerve.  But truly the sight is too much for our two, who after a 

frozen moment, fall over themselves to vacate the hall, leaving it for the Humpback 

who, unseen now, merely stops at the door and glares.

Tumble tumble down the hall they go, hysterical and clawing 

clothing and hair and skin; then, rounding the corner at 

Candy Tabitha’s desk, they fall full-tilt into, dare we say 

it, yes, the Dark One him- self, who is only too happy to 

cover them both with his freshly poured black coffee.  But 

nothing much lost, really; it sobers the lot and, after 

all, with the cracked crown, Hoary Head couldn’t 

have made the speech anyway (did I mention that 

today’s the final debate on your humble’s replace-

ment? my, how I’m gibber- ing today; must be the 

darkness working on me) and Onion (whose sap 

has not sunk, despite the scare) is more than happy to 

return home for a fresh suit and a little stroke-stroke before lunchtime, for truly, the 

man’s become a beast about it all.

Leave it to Cindy, then, to witness and report on the Dark One’s finest hour, the 

moment when he rises to his feet and, facing the Dykes for Austen, the Faggots for 

Forster and the Marxists for the Party, he reaches into his bag and produces a list of 

fifty students’ signatures, each petitioning that the Dark One ascend to the seat left 

vacant by your humble’s sudden leaving.

 Forty-nine are forgeries, of course, but that final signature, number fifty, is 
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legit and comes from the small, pale student whom the Dark One ushers into the 

room before Chairman Mao can do more than heft the petitions and marvel at their 

weight.

 Onion Charlie (sated, over his chicken curry):  What did she say?

 Onion Cindy:  It’s hard to recall.  Each time she spoke, she closed her eyes 

and fluttered them like a bat’s wings.  It distracted us all.  He’s sleeping with her, 

of course, and action may be taken (that last said ominously, as the action would be 

taken by the man who remains her dream-interloper, Chairman Mao).  By the way, 

I’m ovulating.

 From the Onion man, nothing but a small sigh-whimper.
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ArUmYeUhAh (and whatnot)

But let’s leave the Onions to their dirty work, shall we?  For after a night of 

note-sleuthing, our hero-journalist Arb is finally given an assignment, small 

though it be, and after a final cup of coffee and perusal of your humble’s slanty pen-

manship, he steps into the dawn-lit dew-wet Dasher and is away—and surely you 

agree:  following Arb even into hick hell is preferable to lingering over the limp Herr 

Onion and his travails, no?

Not that it’s much of a story; a summer-long, grass-crinkling drought combining 

with a few spotty soakers to destroy this year’s crop of Hanover tomatoes—or what-

ever’s in season in mid-August.  Let’s say, oh, soybeans, shall we?  Knee-high lumps 

of dry-crackly greenery and nothing to do but hump back and forth over them like a 

heat-stroked deer?

 Suffice it to say:  no Spring corn, no Shropshire lads (no more of your humble 

either, come to that; rotting away beneath the desert-dry sod, what? my oh my); just 

dear Arb and a hick in a plaid shirt stretched button-bursting taut over what appears 

to be a belly heavy with cubs.  

Back to the office, then; still sweating and typing out the miserable piece:  ring 

ring.

 Arbunkle:  Marvin Hatpence speaking.

 —ArUmYeUhAh.

 Ar:  Excuse me?

 —Ah ee um Duty here...That you, Arbuckly?

 Ar:  Arbunkle.  Yes.
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 —Mr. Arbuckly I’ve got a question for you.  Do you know a woman who calls 

herself a siphon or maybe a siren?

 Ar:  What?

 —Or a two-headed man who plays the trombone?

 Ar:  Of course not.

 Duty:  Um.  Having these dreams, see.  Either thing make any sense?

 Ar (considering, despite himself):  Two-headed trombonist, huh?

 —Yeah.  Wearing little granny glasses.

 Chills down the Arb spine for, in a flash:  image of love-child Müller, granny 

glasses, trombone and all.

 Duty:  Arbuckly?  You there?

 Yes, he says.  But I don’t know what you’re talking about, Lieutenant.

 Duty:  Um yea uh.   Just checking.  Keep dreaming about it, you know?  And 

oh, Arbuckly?

 Yes?

 I almost forgot, says Herr Duty.  (Pause while a butterscotch finds its way into 

the moist eager mouth and then:)  Expect a call from the DA’s office.  Need to give 

you a new court date and (slurp suck smack) all that.

Our sudden-electric hero rips the story from its typewriter sleeve (for being a purist 

he refuses the monitors that sit in square-faced judgment on the other desks), sprints 

the length of the hall, deposits the story on his editor’s desk, and, shouting a goodbye 

over his shoulder, makes for the elevator, where, doors closing and time for nothing 

but a valiant leap, he bumps briefly but jarringly into the Director of Personnel.  But 

no time for her, of course, scorned though she be, for it’s back to the Dasher and the 

piles of whispering notes, for surely, you must be thinking it yourself:  might they 

mention a, shall we say, siren?
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Missing Links

Through them like a sniffing hound, then, from one end of the table to the etc., 

for siren-scenting Woody sees the whispering piles in a different way now, as 

anyone would who is told the house he’s wandered into conceals not merely spiders 

but a beautiful woman as well.  Sniff sniff up and down, clue-mad, yet turning up 

nothing but a giant how-could-he-have-missed-it...

 hole.

Plain as the nose on my—or rather, your—face.  Look at the page numbers:  one two 

scribble scribble three then hmmm missing one two...must be—dare we say it—fifty-

one pages missing here?

Dear Arb, of course, thunderstruck at the loss, for all men, be they meat-lovers or no, 

love the hunt.  Thus supine among the scrambled notes he is found, half-dead merely 

at the thought of missing a siren’s song.

 What happened? says Candy Tabitha, surveying.  No response for almost a 

minute, and then it all comes out in a dry sob:  Duty, the dream, the two-headed 

trombonist and finally the siren, all so crazy-sounding that Candy T sees nothing for 

it but to call in Onion Charlie, who surely among the world’s disparate peoples can 

touch some forgotten chord of sanity in the poor blubbering Arbunkle.

Minutes pass, during which Candy T treats Ar as a shock victim—stabilize environ-

ment and wait for assistance—and finally the Onion arrives, himself looking rather 

wan, yellow and even feverish.

There is—but need I tell you, who are yourself so empty-eyed?—such a soul-emp-
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tiness about porn obsession; how many have I seen walk thus into a room as does 

our Onion now, thoughts no longer and all the urges sucked dry and yet the pages 

still pulling?  True loneliness coming, of course, when even the soul has left, when 

only the shapes on the page seem to move, speak or have names.  Just so, after reach-

ing the first Boys Talk Dirty on the final stack tucked beneath the sink in the guest 

bathroom, has Onion’s soul slipped from him; and in the empty Tantalus stare he 

casts over the anguishing Arbunkle is the recognition of both his lost soul and the 

need for yet more of the dirty mags that are themselves soulless and unquenched.

 —It’s not worth it, he finally says, from the bottom of a soulless well, after our 

hero has recovered the energy to repeat his story.  It’s not worth it, he repeats, then 

rises and, without the slightest noise, is gone.

Happily, the mere presence of a non-presence is enough to cure our Hero’s ills and, 

manfully restored after days of cerebral wandering, he rises from his bed of notes and 

retires blissfully to the boudoir with the Bearer, who is herself no mean siren, what?  

But there is one thing Woody left out of his oft-repeated Duty story—i.e., his court 

date with destiny.  Plain slipped his mind, if it ever registered, until he reaches into 

his crumbled pants pocket and finds not the third condom he’d expected but a small 

white business card on which is written, above the Director of P’s number, the name 

and number of Crobe and Crobe, Attorneys at Law.  And before the third condom 

is found and put to use, a call is placed to the Crobe’s 24-hour hotline and an emer-

gency appointment arranged for our hero the very next afternoon, if you please.
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Crobe Speaks; Shadows Fall; the Siren Calls

Let’s see, Mr. Arbuckly—Arbunkle—of course, let’s see...ah hah.  Here we 

are.  Yes.  Murder first degree.  Interesting case.  Remember reading about 

it now.  So that was you, huh?  Oh no no, excuse me, I didn’t mean to imply you’d 

actually popped the Blister—exactly.  Well well.  Knew the deceased, did you?  I see.  

Care for a butterscotch candy?  Can’t live without them myself.  Just a minute while 

I—ah.  There we go.  Better than cigarettes.  How did you hear about us anyway?  

Mimi!  Good God!  Mimi?  How is she?  Haven’t seen her since she moved to the 

newspaper.  We dated in college.  Good old Mimi.  You’re not—no, of course not.   

Well let’s see.  Did my secretary get all the information about—here we go.  A real 

looker isn’t she?  My secretary, I mean.  Really turns heads.  That’s her in the com-

mercials, if you’ve seen them.  Just between you and me, she’s had a wild past, if 

you know what I mean.  Might as well tell you right now so you don’t hear it some-

where else and wonder why I’m keeping it secret:  she used to be a porn star.  Had 

an act with a donkey.  Got her big-time attention and brought her up from south of 

the border.  Oh she’s California, all right, but Mexico’s the breeding ground for all 

your porn industry.  Oh yes, little-known but true.  All those Greek beaches you see?  

Right down there in Mexico.  Check them out with a magnifying glass, sometime.  

Plain as can be, once you know how to look at them.  Look for the sombreros in the 

bushes.  The locals love to watch.  And they want to change the trial date, huh?  Man, 

I’m tired.  Been working overtime for weeks now.  I’ve got mono, you know.  Had 

it for two years now.  My doctor says it’s like AIDS, a lifetime condition.  Who’ve 

we got on the...Duty, huh?  A know-nothing.  Broke some damn-fool Ferris wheel 

throat-cutting a few years back and thinks he’s Sherlock.  Don’t worry about him.  

And I’ll have a word with the prosecutor about your case.  Went to college with me 
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and Mimi.  Always trying to put his hands on her ass.  Met him yet?  Fat-assed and 

bald.  Even back then.  Yep.  Yep yep.  Damn—piece of wrapper on that last but-

terscotch.  Look at that, will you?  Probably foreign-made.  Well, I tell you what.  

From what I read here, Mr. Arbuckly, our only problem is this alibi.  Now let’s just 

go over it real quick once-over, shall we?  But before we do, let me just recommend 

that you not wear that shirt in court—little white rabbits going around saying eat me 

is all fine in Mexico, I suppose, but on the stand it looks a little bad-assed perverse, 

if you catch the drift.  Now how about that alibi?

Sigh.  

 Heart not in it but...stroke.  Crinkle page turn.  Wan.  Stroke.  Only in the eyes 

the cry for help while with the hands...stroke.  Cindy of course who knows where, 

what with all this talk of the mesmeric Mao.  Almost a longing for her, now that she 

seems lost.  Or rather, now that he seems so.  Near sobbing, then, Onion Charlie sets 

Boys Talk Dirty vol. 51 aside and picks up vol. 52, the last issue your humble ever 

received and the last one awaiting Onion’s perusal.  Heart not in it but...stroke.  Sigh.  

Looks a little Mexican, that one does.  Hmmm.  Oh well.  What’s the use, he thinks.  

Getting an inkling of how absurd he is, sitting thus on a toilet and staring at two men 

in leather tank tops scoop-cut to show pink-tinged ring-pierced nipples.

 I’m gonna do you, señorita, like that donkey did that beetch.

 Not that again.  Nearly a groan, this time.  Sick of it by now, really, and thus 

tossing the whole damn thing aside but then...

 What are those pages all over the damn-fool floor?

Ring ring.  Onion here.  I’ve found those missing notes.  Don’t ask where.  If you 

want them I’ll meet you at school.  

Too little time to think of the voice that seemed to come from the bottom of the well, 

off goes Woody, still reeling from the wandering Crobe and not even leaving poor 

Candy T a note to tell her the good news, and a long time she’ll have to wait, because 
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trouble lurks yet again for our hero, this time in the form of a crow bar, silhouetted 

and cocked in the dusk-drawn shadows below.  

Meanwhile, the sun nearly gone and the building almost empty, 

—Honestly, sir, if I’d known he was a faggot I wouldn’t have—

 Not to be vulgar, but to quote bespectacled Benny:  What the fuck was that?

 Is someone using a leaky cell phone in the next cell?  Odd to use that vulgar 

word “faggot” though.  Mere coincidence?  No intended slight for your humble?  

Who the hell knows; in this dank basement of forgotten hell, anything’s possible, I 

suppose.  Let’s let it slip like water from a duck’s etc., and move on.  (Watch your 

backs, though; we may not be alone, what?)

 To continue:  

 Meanwhile, the sun nearly gone and the building almost empty, Lieutenant 

Duty pulls the blanket and pillow from his office closet and prepares himself a bed 

beneath the window.  Nothing unusual here, believe it or not, for our poor, lonely 

Lieutenant, widowed some fifteen years now, has spent the last two months thus, 

sealed alone in his office’s shiny-tiled silence, awaiting sleep and the dreams of the 

beautiful siren who sits on the sea walls of his dreams and sings of the splendid 

worlds beyond the waves, where all shall frolic and none shall die.  But tonight she 

sings of more than he expects, and by the time he lifts his head in tomorrow’s light, 

we shall all be a little the wiser, what?  
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Duty Dreams Sweet Melodies

The audience of servicemen and their dates falls silent as the Siren steps up to 

the microphone and begins singing.  The way she moves her hips is reminis-

cent of that sensual sensation, Helen Ward, but because of her being so damn skinny, 

really-just-bones-only, not quite causing the crowd to swoon, yet, somehow—the 

voice’s sincerity?  the woman’s distant staring?—the crowd is despite itself drawn 

into the swaying fiigure’s web and, collectively and breathlessly, thoughtlessly and 

simultaneously, as bees or ants must, they see in the woman all that Beauty could 

dream of expressing in front of a sixteen-piece brass band.  

 To the soldiers in the front, she seems no more than a child, really, the boy-

thin hips swaying like a barely noticed breeze under the straight, canary-yellow dress 

that catches the light and seems to swell out like a wind-catching sail.  The men 

themselves weightless and—grasping at her hems like bone-hard schoolboys—drift-

ing high over the deep blue sea; no shape, neither wave nor land, can diminish the 

purity of their ascent.  In the back rows, of course, a different story, for here it is only 

the voice that floats, hemless, like a great finger that extends and retracts at slow-

dance pace, beckoning, beckoning and beckoning.

 The two-headed trombonist-leader, setting the trombone against his right 

head’s mouth, begins leading the solo while with his left head he turns to the audi-

ence and nods recognition.

 As the Siren sways, so sway the men.  All as one, a single flame tipped by a 

single flicker, the movement ripples down from the stage:  dancing, ducking, swerv-

ing, hovering, worshipping and being worshipped in one single gesture.  At various 

moments, the Siren seems a sister; a spurned lover; a soothing, caressing mother.  

Mourning, seducing:  the men sway, and the Siren sways.  And from the Siren’s 

throat comes the honeyed notes, from the Siren’s throat comes the honeyed whispers 
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and the honeyed non-words that fill the air with, in brief, crotch-tingling, soul-tied 

yearning.

 Why can’t I let you know, the Siren, a wilted, lost flower, wails, the song I long 

to siiiinnnnnng?  The beautiful rhapsody of love and youth and spring.  The music is 

sweet, the words are true:  the song is yoooooouuuuuu.

 With that final, sustained note, many of the men break free from the Siren’s 

spell and begin crying.  Suddenly, unexpectedly alone:  like lost children, they cry.

 Behind the microphone, the Siren appears for a moment lost in her own private 

reverie.  Then the band folds its wings around her and settles swanlike among the 

fallen world of broken, unfinished notes.  The Siren steps away, smiles hesitantly into 

the blinding lights and is soon ushered away by the band leader, his right head court-

ing her while his left works the crowd, his trombone, like his glasses, gleaming strips 

of cold metal fire.

 And then, from the shadows of the wings, steps a man who is the spitting 

image of the trombonist’s right head, if not exactly his left (something subtle in the 
eyes, we suspect).

—Holy bejesus, Duty shouts.  The office is empty, dark.  Holy bejesus.  For a 

moment, a night-sweats stare at the gleaming tiles and then, with the big-lunged 

flourish of a pearl diver, he plunges into the pillow and chases his Siren back to the 

ocean floor.

 Nothing but a voice now, in the darkness:  We’re just happy to be over here, 

sir.

 Then silence.  And such is the darkness and such the silence that even your 

word-filled though worldless narrator begins to wonder if he shouldn’t—

Look, buddy, you need to help me because...you see...I don’t think that Blister guy is 

going to be able to—Yeah.  That’s right.  Write him out altogether.  You and me both, 

pal.  You see those stripes?  I didn’t get them buggering—yeah.  That’s right.  OK, 

look.  Here’s what I need.  If you could reach this number right here, let’s see, Christ, 

without a light, how can I, no wait I remember, it’s—
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Buggered

—leave off for a bit and try to sleep himself.  I don’t know.  Yes?  No.  

Never mind.  This is hell indeed.  But I’m sure I’ve mentioned that.

 So where were we?  Ah yes.  But wait a minute.  You’ve a strange look on 

your—and you’re breathing like...

 As the great Dirk once muttered, It doesn’t smell of sex in here, yet somebody 

else has been...  

 Diddling my readers, eh?  Bastard.  

 Here I’m plugging along, doing my meager best and feeling the pride of sto-

rytelling swell in my own bony chest like ripe fruit, and then bam:  like that, someone 

comes up from behind and takes over.  So who is the little shit, eh?  No idea?  Right 

right.

 You and me both, pal, are in the dark on this one.

 And by the by:  thanks a hell of a lot for sticking with me, you bastard.  You’re 

all literate whores, you are.  

 

I think I need some sherry.  Didn’t think it would come to this, truly I didn’t.  Pour 

me another there, would you?  Little shit.  If matters weren’t quite what they are, I’d 

give you a kick in the ass you wouldn’t soon forget, I can tell you that.  You little 

shit.  Stealing a dead man’s audience.  Me here dead and minding my own, just amus-

ing myself with muttering and then there he is, presenting his naked ass to me and 

stretching manfully over my prone, flush-cheeked readers.

 Christ.  Et tu, gentle reader?

 Another.  And keep them coming.  I’m just going to sit here for a while, if you 

don’t mind.  But of course you don’t.  You’re very kind, if somewhat promiscuous.  
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Thank you very much.  Just bring the decanter over here, will you?  Cigar?  Yes, I 

know, but you don’t live long anyway, what?  

 I can’t tell you how comfortable this Morris chair is.  Consider the ingenious 

patented device (1901) that allows the back cushion to be adjusted to five different 

heights while you do little more than lean forward, as if a nurse were about to slip a 

pillow under the small of the back.  Second notch now, there we go:  enough of an 

incline to nestle comfortably into the back cushion, but not so much that the head is 

forever fighting its way back upright.  Just before I died, I had the chair’s cushions 

replaced—a difficult decision, that, turn-of-the-century textiles being what they are, 

but a century’s worth of cat piss has its way of making even the most beautiful cush-

ions seem like the adulterous mattresses of the devil himself.  

 Only Wilde, I suspect, luxuriated at the prospect of a good cushion, though, 

I am quick to add, that grumpy birch-bender Frost is the only writer known to have 

worked from within the comfy confines of a Cook & Cos. Automatic Chair.

 But I digress.

 Where were we, then?  Ah yes.  The bump on old Arb’s orb and what not.  Very 

well, then.  We’ll chat about that other matter later then, shall we?  So here goes:
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Secret Agent Exposed!

In the meanwhile, Arb being temporarily indisposed (read:  dead, maybe), our 

man Onion sits idly in his office and, suppressing the urge to slip open the 

bottom drawer and remove yet another concealed Boy Talk Dirty (though stale by 

now; thirty sneak previews already), he instead sets onto his lap the purloined papers 

for which he’d expected Arb’s arrival and begins reading them slowly to himself.

 Random notes, mostly.  The scribblings of a mad man, you might even say.  

Page seven:  penciled half-sentence down the length of the right margin (first trom-

bone bought from relative; age ten) then a splay of ink running perpendicular to it 

(Tex not gay) and everywhere else the tight script of a man who writes in the bowels 

of a library and knows time makes room for the researcher.  (Oh the days and nights 

I passed in that entropy-denying stillness:  around me endless sheets of archived info 

and all the while the world beyond meaningless and even, for the moment, never 

having been.)  Page nine:  more tight script with sundry-inked marginalia, in the 

right corner of which appears the following sentence:  “HM becomes spy for OSS, 

10/6/41.”

 Yes, dear reader, you read that rightly:  our mild, bespectacled Müller was—

gasp—an agent for the OSS!

 Granted, it’s a bit of a let-down once you read the third paragraph on page 

thirteen and come to understand the position’s usually banal responsibilities—too 

often little more than ensuring that certain data reach certain eyes, the regular spy 

stuff, ho hum ho hum; but really, though.  It’s such a charming notion, isn’t it, dear 

Müller laying down his trombone to advance the Allied cause?  But it wasn’t rare, 

really, even among the Notables of the Golden Age of Patriotism; they seemed to 

think their stature required it.  (Quaintly patrician, what?)  A little research might 
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yield much.  What, for example, was John Huston really doing in San Peitro?  But, 

that, of course, is another story, and 

already our sly Müller has slipped out 

of the club.  There’s only time for me 

to say this:  small though his role might 

have been, it did require one interest-

ing change in his life...

 The US Government issued our 

man Müller a Double, the spitting 

image and no mean trombonist (and 

a Norwegian, no less), to make the 

occasional club appearance in Müller’s 

stead for, shall we say, special occa-

sions?  And that, dear reader, will soon 

prove important.
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Each to Each

Poor O, rather frazzled by now, becomes alarmed at the sharp crinkling sound 

my notes make in his otherwise silent house and—with a paranoia worthy of 

a teenaged, tea-haired boy couched uncomfortably with a loudly chugging hookah 

in his childhood bedroom and the parents a mere twenty feet away—poor O, as I 

say, reaches out and clicks on the TV to muffle the rustling.  Happily, as it turns out 

(strange how this happens again and again, isn’t it?), the channel he allows the TV to 

show us is just then about to broadcast a rather significant movie—one, in fact, that 

sends chills down O’s bony spine—and he has just spastically, breathlessly shoved a 

tape into the machine and hit record when the phone beside him rings.

 For O, then, a white-world moment of...in a word:  terror.  Ice-veined, the 

plaster walls and blood-filled heart likewise as glass:  see-through, brittle, breakable.  

Another ring, and then a hand somehow lifts itself, hypnotic, swings slowly toward 

the receiver and lifts it to bloodless O’s ear.

 O:  Hello?

 —Blurblip heh heh blurhehblip.

 O:  What’s that again?

 —Blurblip heh heh blurhehblip.

 O (shutting off the TV and, for some reason, squinting):  Eh?  Come again?

 —Bleepblipbleepheha.

 O:  Woody?

 —Blipblipbleepwhoooo?

 O:  Woody?  Is that you?

 —Himehimehime...him.  Yep.

 O:  What’s wrong with you?  Where have you been?
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 —Him me.  Who you?

 O:  It’s Onion, you oaf.  Who do you think?

 —Ehhhh.  Don’t know.  Phone number—don’t know.  Came somehow:  Voice 

from Above.  Blurblip heh heh blurhehblip.

 O:  Christ.  Look, you’re not going to believe what Blister—no.  Not on the 

phone.  Not on the phone.  Where are you now?

 —Who me?

 O:  Where are you now?

 —Floating over a cardboard sea.

 O:  What?

 —Outside Candy T.  Nipples.  Apartment.  Wahoowa.  Quarter:  chinkchink-

dial.  Then you:  hello?

 O:  Right.  Stay there.  Do you hear?  Don’t move.  I’m on my way.

 —Who you?

 O:  Christ.  Just stand where you are, you nit.

 Then:  bang goes the receiver, up springs Onion—and out onto the street with 

a bang himself.  By the by:  a bit rough there on poor scrambled Arb, weren’t we, old 

O?  Remind me to get you ruffled up a bit in the next transmission.  Teach you a little 

empathy, what?  You closet fairy.

But back to the Arb—for what wondrous work has the malign stroke wrought since 

last we heard his babble?   For does not our hero, now joined by the notes-clutching 

O, pose mendicant-like under the street lamp’s illuminated cone, he and the Onion 

like two Masonic brothers exchanging wordless bits of occult knowledge?

 —What is divinity, says Arbunkle finally, sighing,

if it can come 

Only in silent shadows and in dreams?

 From brother Charlie:  nothing; gawking.

 —Shall she not find in comforts of the sun, continues the Arb, 

In pungent fruit and bright, green wings, or else 
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In any balm or beauty of the earth, 

Things to be cherished like the thought of heaven?

 —What?

 —Wallace Stevens.  Sunday Morning.

 —I thought you hated poetry.

 —I make exceptions.

 Onion:  I see.  Quite.  On this murder charge you’re facing, I’ve some rather 

important—

 Arb:  I wonder by my troth, what thou, and I

Did, till we loved?  were we not weaned till then,

But sucked on country pleasures, childishly?

Or snorted we in—

 Onion:  I think they’re a few things you ought to see.  Old Blisterkunst wasn’t 

so daft as we might have—

 —Vex not his ghost, interjects Arb, finger lifted.  O! Let him pass; 

he hates him

That would upon the rack of this tough world 

Stretch him out longer.

 Well said, dear Arb, well said.  On the rack indeed, dear boy.  O that I too had 

received merely the tap-tap on the back and found myself likewise different, rather 

than lifeless dead.  A demented, muttering king, perhaps, spouting poetry and soiling 

his trousers on the odd day out to the mall.

 O (lifting papers):  I think it might help your case if you perused these a bit.

 Beatific smile from the Arb and then:  Very well.  Let us go then you and I.

 Right right, from the O.  Let us go and hear the sirens sing each to each.  Sure.  

You know, I liked you better before.
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A Half-Step Below Perfection

In good time, then, dear Arb, head clearing within the rather stern confines of a 

Scandinavian chair in Herr O’s stark-white living room, takes up the proffered 

stack of notes and steps lightly onto the surprisingly brief paper trail leading, in good 

time, to your humble’s murtherer.  Nodding occasionally, oohing and ahhing, even, 

and then he looks up to Charlie:

 —I see.  A double then.  Makes sense.

 Herr O nods, a little disappointed that it’s come to that, three phrases rather 

casually delivered with three periods to mark the rests, but still...there’s the trump 

card to play, and he strips the notes from Arb and turns to the TV but—must I do 

everything around here?—nudge nudge drift, a tiny note breaks free from the papers 

and glides serenely floorwards.

 —What’s this? says O, stooping.

 —Eh?

 Charlie O tilts the note lightwards and discovers in the margin a witch’s brew 

of a script, full of seeming nonsense:

GSRMP ZODZBH LU GSV WLFYOV.  Z HSZWLD YILPVM OLLHV ZMW 

XLNV GL PROO RGH KILTVMRGLI.  (ZMV, NZBSZKH, NV?)  R SZEV VRHX-

LEVIVW Z GIFOB NZIEVOLFH KILLU LU GSRH, DSRXS, SLDVEVI, GSV 

NZITRM RH MLG OZITV VMLFTS GL XLMGZRM.

 Arb:  I say, coffee was a bit off that day, what?

 O:  It’s a code.

 What ho, dear O.  You’ve got it exactly.  Carry on, then, old man.
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 —Let’s see now, he says, leaning over the script with earnest zeal.

DISSOLVE TO:

Sadly, fully two hours have passed with the Hardy Bros. staring myopically dense 

and then, finally, here’s the pay-off:  O shrieks and wakes me from a fitful nap with 

a cry of:

 —I’ve got it!  Look!

 Oh, don’t look so self-satisfied, Onion.  It’s a simple code, and you, an ex-

philosophy major, should have recognized it by reputation, if not by deduction, for 

the great Ludwig Wittgenstein—like Heinrich, a transplanted German-Austrian; like 

you, Herr O, a closet homo—used the same code, merely the alphabet turned back-

wards (a=z, b=y, c=x, etc., for all you English majors).  I used it, as did dear Witty, 

when I feared others might casually glance Blisterwards.  Never guessing, of course, 

that vengeance für meinen Mörd would depend on a pair of idiots.  But that’s nei-

ther here nor there now, I suppose, for look:  our heros are leaning back from the 

transcribed message which, emerging from the detectives’ stooping shadows, now 

reads:

THINK ALWAYS OF THE DOUBLE.  A SHADOW BROKEN LOOSE AND 

COME TO KILL ITS PROGENITOR.  (AND, MAYHAPS, ME?)  I HAVE DIS-

COVERED A TRULY MARVELOUS PROOF OF THIS, WHICH, HOWEVER, 

THE MARGIN IS NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO CONTAIN.

But what, pray tell, did I mean by that?

 —Mean anything to you?

 —Nope, says Arb.  The fag was loopo.  That’s about all I’m getting.

 Oh, the pain you bring me, dear straight-arrow Arb.

 —Well, then, that was a waste, what? says O, or something like that, I sup-

pose, though I, freshly stung, don’t hear it all so well right now, as you might imag-
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ine.   (Teasing, teasing man!  I will think no more of you.)

 And so, discombobulated (what a delicious, decadent word, though, what?  

Truly, a Wildean fraud-word, best muttered while supine on ornately carved fainting 

couches), our heroic duo begins putting papers away, shuffling and straightening the 

stacks like lost, haunted souls, until O, with blinding speed, slaps his forehead with 

a skin-crackling kirsmack.  

 —Cripes, says he:  I almost forgot the trump card.

 —What?

 —You’re not going to believe this, says O, beaming, but just as I was leaving 

to meet you, I noticed that Forgotten American Classics was going to be running 

a—

 Wait a minute, says Arb.  I’m bonked blind and you’re watching cable?

 —It was on in the background, says O.  Anyway, check this out.

 O hits play and sits back with a canary-eating grin.  Static from the screen and 

a glimpse of some limp wrist introducing the film and then, fade to black...

Main title over sounds of a band warming up:  

Symphonic Girlfriends
 

Credits roll over a plain, striped background, almost like a curtain, with the words 

appearing in tasteful deco lettering.

Directed by

Archibald Mayonnaise

 Arb:  Mayonnaise?

 O:  I think he did some work with the Three Stooges.

 Arb:  Ummm.
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Credit background dissolves into the OPENING SCENE with the camera TRACK-

ING stage left and discovering various musicians warming up playfully against 

a simple white wall in what we soon discover is a recording studio.  Third man 

in—Lester Bristow—beats out a strutting, boastful beat and sneers street-tough at 

the camera, then the camera finds a trombonist warming up but no—it’s not Müller, 

nor his Double—and still more tracking and then, obliquely, from the camera’s right 

shoulder, comes our man, gliding into frame with the tiniest smirk and lifting the 

ungainly instrument as salute.  Not to us, mind you, for we are invisible, as far as 

Müller’s concerned, but to the band itself, who nod and wave enthusiastically as only 

people in forties movies can.  But my, what a confident stride he has for such a plain, 

studious man.  Enough to re-think one’s fundamental notions, what?  So masculine!  

A German Elvis?  No, no, I’m afraid not.  But perhaps, methinks, something better?  

After all, it’s the ones who keep themselves secret—harboring secret dreams—that 

are most interesting.

 And so, trombone to lips, our man Müller stands as the lower point of 

a trombone triangle (the other two trombonists—see them there, at 

the top corners of the frame?—long forgotten, sadly) winds up the band 

inside an elaborate swing number while the cameras move around fit-

fully for odd angles (look at that one, Karl:  a bit too artsy-fartsy, 

eh?).  Then comes the vocal track, with the camera sliding 

stage right and finding—good God, yes—the Siren caressing 

the cantaloupe-sized micro- phone with a single, soft touch 

and then from within the confines of a heavily starched 

canary-yellow dress and an awkward, Hollywood-

botched platinum perm, comes the voice of an 
angel.

 —Good Lord, says O.  Who’s she?

 —Ineeoneesport.

 —Eh?
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 —I said, uh, mumbles Arb, transfixed, I think I said, um:  I don’t know, sport.

 —Heavenly voice, says O, his face warm with the first tears trickling down his 

cheeks.

 —I say, Arb says.  What not, eh?

 —Blip, agrees O.

A big-boned, beefy saxophonist—Tex, actually—wearing a crazy-patterned Hawai-

ian shirt breaks ranks and joins the Siren for a bit of a duet, though it’s as if a light 

switch is being turned off every time he takes over.  By the time the song ends, after 

a lengthy and fairly good trumpet solo, our heroic twosome’s in tears and feeling, 

for all they’re worth, as though the world is timeless and that the Siren herself stands 

before them in the flesh, smiling down at them beatific and caressing their wet cheeks 

with the warmest and softest of hands.

 It is enough, I dare say, to make Herr O swear off Boys Talk Dirty, if only for 

the rest of the day.

 But wait—a dumpy man with no hair calls out from the engineering booth that 

the trumpet peaked out too high and that they’ll have to do it all again, and our two 

cringe, knowing that beauty and perfection can never be duplicated and is that bald 

bastard going to ruin it all?—but no:  good old Heinrich, knowing the vagaries of 

art, merely shrugs his bulky shoulders and says, in a rather heavily German-inflected 

English:

 

 Vell, next time point your horn avay from the mic.

And thus:  stiffly, having descended into the ranks of Hollywood extras, the brilliant, 

golden-voiced, swaggering musicians gather music sheets and try their best not to 

look at the cameras because dammit, this could be their big break, you know, sure it’s 

a shit movie, but they wouldn’t have gotten the gig if they weren’t already pretty big, 

and Heinrich is telling them that this could make them colossal if they play it right, 

let Hollywood make you look like a stiff a few times if they have to, but boys:  no 
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more hot-plated sauerkraut and potatoes if we hit the Hollywood big time.

 Our Heinrich’s right, of course:  the rest of the movie is a forgettable lump 

of coal.  Or, in a word:  shit.  Bad acting, pedestrian story line, etc., and worst of 

all...no more Siren.  Why, precisely, is unrecorded.  Perhaps the director feared his 

crew couldn’t hold up against another performance.  Who knows.  Beauty is like 

a rainbow:  it gains presence by its rarity.  However that may be, our heroic two-

some, cheeks dried, wait in vain for her return and find nothing to catch their atten-

tion (except one line that burns through O like a hot arrow:  You were crazy to get 

married.  Companionship is all right, but there’s no point in carrying it to extremes.) 

until the last scene, when the band returns to the recording studio and after a final, 

jaunty tip of his trombone and a single, strangely prescient shrug that seems to accept 

Fate in all its death shrouds, our man Heinrich begins a sad Norwegian love song—

the last thing, you must admit, you’d be expecting here in celluloid-deep Hollywood, 

but then again, within hours of wrapping the shoot, poor Heinrich will be airlifted 

to Scotland under the cover of leading the auxiliary Army band and begin training 

for a fateful—or is it fatal?—flight into Norway, and thus, under the circumstances, 

perhaps the mournful song of Norway deserves our attention, even when it’s played 

by a band of thugs and tough guys who, without their Siren, just happen to be a half-

step below perfection...
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Is the fishing good in this lake?

It’s a long flight from Harrington air base in England to Norway’s Lake Jaevsjo, 

hours of furtive flight through a bottomless well of darkness, the Black Sea black 

below you and the sky around you, even in a favorable moon period, little better than 

the interior of a candle-lit coffin.  And no chance to talk over the Liberator’s roaring 

engines, though no one around you, hidden inside snow-white parkas and surrounded 

by piles of parachutes and skis and packs, feels like talking anyway.

 Two months training on the sly in the Scottish Highlands, running and skiing 

to build the legs up, while all the while our Double worked the crowds admirably, 

not a single fan noticing the change and the few band members who did being told to 

shut up, if they wanted to keep playing.  Sixty days to build up Heinrich, make him 

mountain-tough, the best days he’d ever had, thinking, with every step, with every 

practice shot, of the fascists he would destroy and the shiny, All-American medals 

he would receive for his efforts.  One for the Commie, one for the Nazi, reload, aim, 

squeeze it, squeeze it, one for the Commie, one for the Nazi...

—Heinrich, wo gehst du?

 —Nein, nein, Mutter.  Jetzt mussen wir Englisch sprechen.

 —Ja ja.

Reload.  Like a trombone, really.  Keep it clean and its your best friend, though a 

rifle tends to quell a riot a little quicker.  Here’s one for you, Adolf.  Guten Nacht.

 —Good work, Heinrich.

 —Thank you, sir.

 Crouching for a moment, knocking Scottish dust off his knees, and then join-
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ing the others, young and sinewy all of them, a bit homely, I suppose, in that way 

most people seem to look in lost eras, but still on their faces the eager clean smiles 

that topple tyrants.

 So there it is, dear Heinrich’s little dream:  shoot a few Nazis, pin a few medals 

on and take one final, triumphant tour with the Siren before settling into a post-war 

subdivision, just the two of them, him a humble ex-hero and her a caged Siren, 

freshly tamed and kneading yeasty dough while little Heinrich Jr. incubates and rises 

in the warm womb.  Get a big car, visit Mother, live the dream.

 

—Please, mother.  When my friends are here, you must never speak German.  Not 

now.

 —Ja ja.

 

Of course, he hadn’t discussed his dream with the Siren just yet, but he would soon.  

Maybe even before he leaves Scotland.  She would, he knew, take it all so well.  She 

always did, the lovely bird.

He never gave her direction, never had to.  Just let her listen to the radio, pick out 

a tune she liked and then get the sheet music for the rest of the band.  She never 

showed up for rehearsals, but then again, she didn’t need to.  It was hard to remember 

to play, sometimes, watching her on stage.  Everyone—even Tex and Bristow—were 

knocked flat when she sang.  And you could see it in the crowds too.  Hell, there was 

a time when Heinrich would have sent a couple band members into the crowds to 

pick some paralyzed pockets, but that was before they got the Siren.  Once she came 

on board, it was a class act, and there was to be no more trickery.  Somehow, the band 

understood, and they rehearsed diligently and then climbed on stage and gaped with 

the rest of them as the Siren sang and bewitched the sailors and the soldiers and their 

envious, mere-mortal dates.

 There was nothing better, Heinrich mused, than watching your loved one prove 

that surely somewhere, beyond the stars, a better world must be.
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—Heinrich!

 —Ja?

 —Dein Vater ist tod.

 That was in Braunschweig, after he’d just started school, and one night he’d 

been told and then next day he was being led into the front room, with his father 

laid out before him under a white cloth and his hands clutched like bird’s claws 

around a Bible.  Then came the trip to Amerika and the time without language.  

Teased by the other kids, indifferent to his lessons, he had finally found his voice 

again in the unlikely form of a second-hand trombone, bought by his mother from 

an emphysema-ridden oom-pa-pa player related to her, somehow, through a distant 

cousin.  She’d wanted him to play with German bands, wearing lederhosen and play-

ing to the sounds of stomping shoes and clanking beersteins, but he stayed in his 

room instead and listened again and again to a 78 of Kid Ory playing Come Back, 

Sweet Papa.  Johnny Dodds squeaking up and down the register and Satchmo taking 

over and Ory sliding playfully at the ends of the lines and finally, after they all came 

together like a cat fight, playing different rhythms like they were inside different 

songs, behind it all slid the Kid, laughing at them all.  Of course, back then, lying 

in the darkened Chicago tenement with his ear pressed up against the speaker, he’d 

never thought such an instrument could actually lead a band.  He only thought, as he 

listened, about how music could strip away one identity and lend you another.  So 

he found another German boy, a clarinet player, and then a Polish kid with a trumpet 

and another German kid with a sagging drum set and bang—the American Boys’ 

Jazz Band.  Modest regional success, following the dance-steps of the Paul White-

man Band up and down the Midwest, shifting their sounds as the sounds changed 

around them and then hitting a stride with swing, pulling in a New York street tough 

for the drums (the German kid having dutifully followed Herr Papa into the slaugh-

terhouses) and a few sidemen, and then, in a Chicago dive, Heinrich invited a pretty 

girl to sing a number on stage with Tex, and the Siren was born.  In no time, Heinrich 

found himself at the head of a sixteen-piece band whose record sales rivaled even the 

great Glenn.  Then came the war with his ex-Vaterland (mixing memory and humili-
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ation) and the Army band, with its promise of an olive-drab world and a career plum-

met until one night after a performance, from the darkened wings, stepped a lone 

figure whose metals gleamed like strips of cold metal fire.

—How much you hate them Krauts, Brother Müller?

 —More than I can tell you, Sergeant, says our Heinrich, unconsciously laying 

on the American twang a bit thick.

 —Good.  Very good.  Want to kill a few, don’t you?

 —Yes.

 —Can’t do that with an Army band.

 —No, you can’t.

 —Why don’t you come to my office tonight?  The General would like to have 

a word with you.

Later, hidden away in the camp and secretly writing the Siren at night:  I shouldn’t 

be writing this; the sergeant would have my ass (his term, not mine, dear), but I want 

you to know what I’m doing every moment, etc.  And all the while, our Heinrich 

turning into a man of steel, the muscles like lead lumps and his lungs able to hold 

oceans of air.

 And thus, finally, through the black night, flies the transformed Heinrich, grim-

jawed and full of patriotic hatred for the blood-kin Nazis he will soon kill, if the 

plane only makes it across the Sea.  It’s an uncertain proposition, as it turns out, 

for four of the eight planes sent thus will not land successfully on the frozen Lake 

Jaevsjo and half the men will not exchange secret passwords with their Norwegian 

counterparts—

Q:  Is the fishing good in this lake?

A:  Yes, particularly in winter.

Will our man Heinrich mouth those words?
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 Well, certainly, in a sense...Yes, of course.

 For he is muttering them, grim-jawed, throughout the flight.  But will he utter 

them on the frozen lake, at the moment of ascension?

 Who is to say?  Fate leads or drags men, will-nilly, on.  Perhaps Heinrich’s 

plane will explode in a great fireball just as the bonfire signal is lit below, with a tall 

figure waiting beside it (Yes, particularly in winter.  Yes, particularly in winter.) thus 

leaving poor Heinrich, mid-muttering-sentence, in two words,

no more.

Or then again, perhaps Heinrich will ski safely to the bombing site, help blow up 

a crucial bridge and return home to fame and fortune as a bono-fide war hero and 

husband to a beautiful Siren.  But really now, if that had happened, would you have 

looked so confused when you first read his name here?

 So over the river and through the etc. they fly, the engines droning and the 

hooded figures around our Heinrich like monkish mendicants, each one sealed within 

parkas that yield nothing but the mumbling catechism (Is the fishing good in this 

lake?  Is the fishing good in this lake?), though that figure on the end there, the one 

with even his parka snout tilted from the others—who’s that one, eh?  I say, DOLLY 

the camera in for a TIGHT SHOT, will you, Karl?  I want the audience to know 

something’s awry, here.  There we go.  Well-done, Karl.  And now let’s insert an 

EXT. SHOT of the plane silhouetted against a few clouds—dddrrrrooooooonne—

and back to a TIGHT SHOT of the pilot (blond hair peeking out of the leather-

brimmed hat, sheepskin collar lifted up to his ears; frowning and showing us with a 

grimace how tough such night flights into enemy territory are).  Co-pilot points down 

at a spit of land, pilot nods and turns the wheel a bit, pointing the nose up the crease 

of a river that will lead them, yes, you guessed it, dear reader, to Lake Jaevsjo and, 

somewhere along its banks, our bonfire-lit contact (Yes, particularly in winter, yes, 

particularly in winter).

 Meanwhile, in the back, our parachuting heroes are jostled a bit by the descent.  
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Some of them turn towards the tiny windows and peer down; others merely check 

their harnesses and brace themselves for the plummet.  And there, on the end—

DOLLY up again, will you, Karl?—yes, our mystery parka snout sits unmoved.

It’s a rough descent, once the fire signal is lit, the plane circling low enough for the 

fire-lit figure to hear its chugging, pre-historic drone and see each of the figures step 

up to the door and without a thought drop into the void beneath them.  There they go:  

one, two, three.  And more.  The plane circling and from it falling the black figures 

like bees burnt from a hive, falling, falling and then:  puff.  The parachutes explode 

upwards, the men beneath plummeting for a moment and then leaping upwards with 

a jerk into the unexpected apron and floating hither and thither over the ice-solid 

lake, their skis dangling over their heads like musket barrels.

 Plop!  Plop! they land, ice-ankled and not a few broken-legged, and then a mad 

scramble into the skis and pump-pumping to the glowing snow over the ridge.  But 

my, look at that one go there.  I say, old man, in a hurry, what?  But wait—isn’t that 

the parka-snouted mystery man?  Linger on his back there, will you, Karl?  We’ll 

have Korngold bring the score up a bit here.

 In the meanwhile, our Heinrich is pumping away like a love-stricken rabbit, 

one-two, one-two, stroke slide, stroke slide, toward the glowing snow (the light, per-

haps, that illuminates all?  casts the flickering shadows of this fallen world for us to 

study like gypsy tea leaves? that, in short, shows us all our fate?), thoughts of Nazis, 

Mutter and the Siren merging now in a single mouthful—Jetz mussen wir Englisch 

sprechen.  Good work, Heinrich.  Dein Vater ist tod.  Ja ja.  How much you hate them 

Krauts, Brother Müller?  Want to kill a few, don’t you?  Yes, particularly in winter.  

Can’t do that with an Army band.  Ja ja.

Heinrich reaches the fire before the others, but as he skis to the top of the ridge and 

descends, he is confused by the scene:  he and the contact are not alone.  A prone 

figure, tall and Norwegian, is stretched out before the fire, bleeding quietly into the 

orange flames.  Heinrich slows, surveying, and then drifts the final feet to the stand-
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ing Parka-Snouted Figure.  For a moment, the two men stand, staring, and then the 

parka snout of the man standing opposite Heinrich is snatched back to reveal Hein-

rich’s spitting image, throwing back an evil grimace like a Carnival mirror.  Heinrich, 

skis still poised, stares, lost to time and space, and then sputters his last, breathless 

line.

 Heinrich:  Is the fishing good in this lake?

 Parka-Snouted Figure:  How the fuck should I know?

And with that, the Parka-Snouted Figure raises a large gun and pierces Heinrich’s 

puffy parka with a single, heart-seeking bullet.  Moments later,  as Heinrich falls 

to his knees—crying, gasping, dying—the Parka-Snouted Figure casually skis back 

over the hills and disappears.
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Duty Calls Again

It’s a blustery, gray world through which our Woody strides the next morning, 

entering the newspaper building casually with a bag of burritos and hot sauce 

under his arm and a pair of soul-inspiring yellow sunglasses across his eyes.  HARD 

CUT to the burritos hitting Arb’s desk and, due to the simultaneity, seeming to make 

his desk phone ring.

 —Desk of Hatpence, says Arb.

 —Yes, I’m trying to reach a Woodrow Arbuckle.

 —Arbunkle.  Speaking.

 —Mr. Arbuckle—

 —Arbunkle.

 With the phone cradled on his shoulder, Arb unsheathes a burrito, folds back 

its tortilla shell and draws a bead of hot sauce down its length.

 —Yes, I’m calling from the prosecutor’s office.

 —I’m already busy for dinner tonight.

 —Sir, I’m calling to give you your court date.

 —Shoot, says Arb, as he rolls the burrito back up into a tube and bites into it 

lustily.

 —Jury selection for your trial for first-degree murder will begin on December 

twenty-first of this year.

 —I’ll have to check my calendar and get back with you.

 Arb hangs up and immediately dials Crobe.  The donkey-famed secretary tells 

him Crobe is in court, so Arb leaves a message about the court date. As he sets the 

phone down, it immediately rings again.  Promiscuous thing.
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—You’re innocent, Arbuckly.

 —Thanks for your support.  To whom am I speaking, please?

 —What?  Oh.  Duty here.

 Suck suck.  Slurp.

 —Lieutenant Duty, eh?  Still dreaming?

 —Voices, Arbuckly.  They’re saying you’re innocent.

 —And you believe them?

 —They’ve never been wrong.  Of course...

 —What?

 —Nothing.  Nothing.  Anyway, I’m going to shift my antennae, so to speak, 

and see if I can’t help get you out of this knot.

 Arb preps another burrito.

 —How kind.

 —That includes speaking to the prosecutor in your behalf.

 —You’re kidding.  Christ.  What, exactly, did the voices say?

 —Eh?  Oh.  That it’s not a two-headed trombonist.  It’s two trombonists with 

one head.

 —There you go, Lieutenant.  You’ve got a pretty good suspect description 

there.  If I see two gentlemen sharing a head, I’ll let you know.

 —Quite.  (Slurp.)  Quite.
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We Interrupt this Broadcast

—Look, let’s cut the dear reader crap, all right?  I was on Müller’s plane and 

I’m telling you, something was mighty fishy about this guy on the end, see?  Kept 

his hood up and everything and it should’ve been Cookie, the happiest guy of the 

bunch and there he is refusing even to show his face.  I’m tell-

ing you this:  it wasn’t him.  Plain and simple.  That 

wasn’t Cookie.  Do you hear?  Christ.  Anyway, 

old Heinie’s been fuming like a tanker up here, 

watching that faggot fret and strut his stuff, and 

he just wanted me to tell you that—

Ignore him, dear reader, ignore him.  Ixnay on 

the aggotfay, by the by.  Sensitive about that 

stuff, you know.  And—

Anyway, if you ask me, from what I hear, that guy they got to stand 

in for Heinie was a little too keen on the Siren, and from the way she was 

ruffling her tail feathers, she wasn’t exactly ignoring him either, if you 

know what I mean, so if you ask me, I’d have to say—

Christ.  Will you please shut up?  Eh?  Hello?  Nothing else, then?   

No?  Very well then.  Thank you.  

 Now where was I?  Christ.  Now I’ve lost my 

place.  Read it back a bit, would you?  Bastard.  

Crashing my little cotil- lion party like a drunken 

frat boy, he is.  I’ll give him a taste of it, though.  
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Let’s see now:  

 Sensitive about that stuff, you know.  And—

Ah, yes, there we go:  And I’ve no idea who that is or what he’s talking about (lying 

here, of course, but Christ; give us dead our due:  we have to follow story rules too, 

you know), so let’s just keep moving, as dear Arb has placed a call to Herr O’s office 

and arranged for O to ride shotgun across the river to cover the state fair.

 Let us go then, shall we?  (Not you, you bastard.  Them.  You’re staying here.)
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Lost Souls

With the crowds like country bumpkins teeming fairwards, our heroes are 

forced to park in a yellow field a half a mile from the fairgrounds and ride 

up to the gate in a wagon pulled by a small-headed man on a tractor.   

 O (bouncing):  Tell me again:  what’s the story?

 —Zoma the Wild Boy.

 Who?

 —You’ll see.

 What’s with the glasses?

 —Trying to bring light into my darkened soul.

 I see.

 A few moments of pleasant riding pass, the field gleaming golden under the 

rain-big clouds like it belongs in a Hardy novel, and then the tractor pulls up in front 

of the gates, around which a line snakes sinuously.  Obediently, our pair queues up 

behind a teenaged girl—who sizes up Woody with a practiced eye—and a bald, sus-

picious man who is, presumably, her father.

 O:  Why do you write these stories?

 Arb (shrugging while offering the girl a hint of a wink):  Money.   Why else?  

Money for me, money for the media.  All of us paid by the aging suburbanite who 

peruses the Flair section in hopes of feeling young again.  Ah, I remember, they’ll 

say with Zoma spread before them, the time me and the frat boys got a hold of that 

heifer, and, boy, did we—I say.  That’s a bit much, old man.   

 —What? says O.

 —There, says Arb, pointing. 

 As the line congas forward two steps, Charlie O glances past Arb’s pointed 
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index and finds a decapitated, fly-specked squirrel flattened out on the pavement next 

to them.  There is no sign of the head.  (Ask Charlie:  he looks around for it thor-

oughly.)  Then click click click up comes a woman and peers down at the squirrel as 

if she were looking over the edge of a well.

 —Is it dead?

 —Er, yes, says O, thinking, charitably, that she’s retarded—though in her 

frumpy dress, she looks like somebody’s lost housewife.  

 —It was run over, Herr O adds.

 —After it was dead?

 At this, Woody laughs openly.

 —No, says O.  I think that’s what killed it.

 —Where’s its head?

 —I don’t know, says O, and with that he turns his back on both the woman and 

the squirrel, and eventually it is O and A’s turn for tickets.

 Woody stepping up to the window, smiling.

 —How many? says the woman behind the glass and bars, not looking up.

 Arb (flashing his press card):  I’m from the press.  Doing a story on Zoma the 

Wild Boy.

 Blank stare through the glass:  You’re what?

 Arb:  Writer.  Zoma.  Story.

 Ticket woman:  Let’s see that press card.

 The ticket woman gesticulates wildly at a club-footed security guard, and 

together they study the press card.  Finally the guard shrugs, and the woman waves 

Arb through.

 Arb (pointing Onionward):  And he’s with me.

 —Is he from the press?

 Arb:  He’s my photographer.

 —Where’s his camera? sputters the guard, triumphant.

 Onion:  I can stay here and wait.

 Cowardly O steps away from the gate, but Arb grabs his arm.
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 —Look, says our hero.  My newspaper’s giving you guys a little free publicity, 

so I think you can cut me some slack.  This guy’s a photographer, but he’s helping 

me write the story too.  All right?

 The ticket woman looks at the guard.  The guard shrugs.

 —Go on through.

 —Piece of cake, says Arb, once they’re out of earshot.
 

Inside the grounds proper, the grandstand and a strong stench of manure conspire 

to blind our two; then a man appears, leading the two offending horses.  The larger 

of the two horses still shitting lumps of half-digested grass, across which Arb leaps 

youthfully.  

 —Excuse me, calls out Arb.  Could you direct me to Zoma the Wild Boy’s 

tent?

 Man:  Whut ewe sa-ee, dare, bar?

 Arb:  Eh?

 Man:  Ah sa-eed, whut  ewe sa-ee, bar?

 Arb:  Ah.  Yes.  No problem, Onion.  I understand this man’s affliction.  Cou-

ld...youuu...diiii-rect...meeee...to...Zooo-maa...thee...Wiiild-Boy-’ss...tennntt?

 Blank, dirt-dumb look then a flash of indignant, stung pride.

 —Awl dem wairdoes ovuh dare, he says finally, throwing his free hand to our 

heroes’ left.  An ah he-uh dey takin ap-lee-kay-see-uns, bars.

 —Right ho, says our man Woody.  

 Herr O thanks the hick and runs dutifully after Arb, who is already navigating 

through the flickering-neon-lit game tables that smell of green peppers and vomit, 

past the line for the Ferris wheel (drip drip), and, momentarily, they step onto what, 

to reassure themselves of their own normalcy, the general public calls Freak Row.  

 A half-empty beaten-flat dirt path, with rows of luridly painted trailers and 

tents lining either side.  One trailer’s sign claiming a woman with three heads is con-

fined within its beat-up walls.  Another that it has a man who changes into a gorilla 

every fifteen minutes.  Near the end, the obligatory mermaid’s trailer.  And next to 
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it, at the very end, the tent for Zoma the Wild Boy, with a row of fantastical signs 

hanging over its low entrance.  

 Sighing, Woody flips to a fresh page of his notepad and jots down notes:

 

•  Zoma the Man-Eater:  picture showing naked Zoma chasing sailors back to 

ship.  

•  Zoma and the Jungle Beast:  naked Zoma wrestling something or another; 

maybe the Leopard Woman from the old Tarzan movie?

 Charlie O still studying the naked Zoma when our Arb grabs his shoulder.

 —Come on.  Let’s get it over with.

 Ducking under the canvas sheet that conceals Zoma from curious spectators 

and then a sudden, startling darkness from which slowly emerge the flickering shad-

ows of a surprising number of people, mumbling and jostling (O Unreal Freak Tent).  

Our heroic two elbowing their way to the front, gruffly, where they find that a blond-

headed teenager, toward whom Onion feels an immediate, guilt-ridden attraction, 

is standing on the other side of a waist-high curtain in a pair of skin-tight brown-

corduroy Levis and a yellow shirt left unbuttoned to show his youthful, hairless 

chest, the left nipple of which is rather deliciously pierced by a small brass ring.  

His right ankle, the flushed-face Herr O finally notices, is chained to a spike driven 

into the ground.  Indifferent and ignoring the crowd, the boy folds his arms over his 

pierced chest and studies the packed gray dirt under his feet.  Hanging by a rope over 

his head, a sign warns that

 Zoma bites the heads off of small animals.  No pets.

 —Wonder if Zoma got hold of our squirrel.

 —What?

 —The squirrel, says Arb.  Back at the—

 —Oh yeah.
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 A sharp popping noise leaps from a speaker overhead, and after a whine of 

feedback a deep-voiced man tells the crowd that

  

You are all in this tent against the best advice science and society can offer.

 Immediately, Zoma unfolds his arms and lurches toward the waist-high cur-

tain that separates him from the crowd.  A backwards ripple passes through the tent.  

Then, with a horrific grimace, he screams and throws two black handkerchiefs into 

the crowd.  A pair of teenaged girls shrieks and runs out, barely ducking under the 

flap that keeps people from seeing in.  CLOSE-UP of our man Charlie, who is, 

despite his best efforts, mildly unnerved.  An old man in the audience throws the 

handkerchiefs back to Zoma; Zoma winks at the man as he stuffs the handkerchiefs 

back into his shirt.  

Zoma is a Lost Soul.  

 Zoma paces to the end of his chain and back, sticks his right index finger into 

his nose and makes a show of pulling his finger out and chewing on its tip.  

Found in the backwoods of North Carolina, 

lost, abandoned, without parents, an orphan, 

he was taken to the Child Psychology Depart-

ment at Duke University and has been studied 

closely as a unique phenomenon.

 Zoma moans and reaches out for a small child 

standing near the curtain.  The boy, braver than 

most, refuses to move back.  Zoma reaches 

down, slips the chain off his ankle.  A few 

women in the audience gasp.  Chuckling in a 
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low, sadistic voice,  Zoma looks around the tent and steps toward the boy.  The 

boy takes a tentative step back against his father’s legs.  With panther-like slowness, 

Zoma crouches down, lifts the curtain and stretches his arms out toward the boy’s 

legs.

Thank you for visiting Zoma the Wild Boy.

  

 Zoma drops the curtain and returns to the center of his enclosed area.  

 

Our next show will resume in fifteen minutes.

 

 Onion watches Zoma chain his ankle back to the spike and wonders if that’s 

all.  As the crowd behind them pushes to get out of the tent, Zoma takes a Snickers 

bar out of his pocket, and Arb tap-taps impatiently on Onion’s bony shoulder.

 —That’s it.  Let’s go.

Onion (ruminating on the car-bound tractor):  Are you worried about the indict-

ment?

 —Pshaw.

 —It’s a serious charge.

 —I’ve had worse, says Arb, heroically.

 A shrug from O as the tractor stops.  They walk to the car without speaking.  

Then, pulling out of the field:

 Arb:  Remember when we swam to Williams Island for your bachelor party?

 —Sure.

 —And how cold the water was?

 —Like ice, says Herr O.

 —I think about that a lot, you know.

 —Sure.

 —That’s freedom, says Arb.  You know.
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 —Uh huh.

 —You can’t ever recover that feeling.

 —I know.

 Turning back onto the road, the fence clicking past and leaving Zoma and the 

Ferris wheel and the lurid appeal of abnormality behind.  Momentarily, the traffic 

slows to a crawl.  Herr Dasher inch-inch-inches a bit and then, as the traffic locks 

solid, rain starts beating against the windshield rat rap rap rap rat like it wants to bore 

its way into the car.  Wipers on maximum speed but to no effect, so they sit listening 

to the rain drumming on the car.  Then suddenly—

 The rain stops.

 Arb:  That was abrupt.

 Onion nods, just as the wind starts up again.  A few dead limbs come down 

out of the trees and blow across the road.  Then an enormous branch, laden with pine 

cones, slides across the road and jumps up onto the Dasher’s hood, where it perches 

momentarily, raven-like, before the wind sends it rolling off again.  Woody and the 

O laugh, listening to it slide across the car.

 Then hail begins to fall.  At first, like little pieces of hard candy, broken-off 

nipples cracking against the windshield, then larger and coming down so thick our 

two can’t see the car in front of them.  It’s like a shroud being drawn over them—first 

over Herr Dasher’s nose, then over its hood and finally, as your humble crosses the 

Barrier and appears gray and blinking before our two, even the tips of the windshield 

wipers in front of our heroes’ faces disappear in a wind-swirled cloud of white, and 

I’m gone:  blip.  Arb and O gawk, saying nothing, but the noise of the ice is so loud 

they probably couldn’t have heard each other anyway.  Just before it lets up, poor 

Herr O whispers forlornly to himself:  

I’m going to die.  

Like the world is ending.  Throwing his arms against the dashboard and feeling the 

drumming of the hail vibrate into his very bones.
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 —Don’t worry about me, Woody yells over the ice.  I’ll never die in a prison, 

I’ll tell you that.  Ice storm, maybe, but no cell for old Arb.

 Charlie stares at his friend like he doesn’t recognize him.  Then Arb laughs and 

thrusts a digit knuckle-deep into his right nostril.  Sunglasses askew.

 —Wild Boy Zoma wants to live, he shouts.  Zoma wants life.

 He grunts, and the shapes of the cars around our two become white-gray out-

lines through the white-noise hail.  For a moment, Herr O thinking:

Those cars are empty and have been for a hundred years.  

Looking at Woody and feeling suddenly like he’d never survived the naked swim to 

Williams Island, as if they had lost their way under the water and drifted into the 

dreamy death of lost souls.

 —I remember the water was cold, says O.  But the wind was warm.  And we 

slept on the beach and I’ve never been warmer.
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One or Two Tight Spots

One hour later and still pensive, our man Charlie strolls quietly into the 

departmental building and is met on the threshold by the feverish-looking 

Hoary Head of Formalists.

 —I know what you’re up to.  

 Christ! thinks O, ice-veined and sweat popping up like needle-pricks on his 

face.  

 HH of F, no fool despite the early-onset who-are-you-again and is-this-Coke-

can-my-daughter, watches the guilt flash over O’s face like heat lightning.

 —Yes, that’s right, says the Hoary Head, grinning sadistically.  I saw you 

come into the building the other night.  I’ve got a camera right here, dear boy (here he 

taps on the potted plant and for the first time, Onion sees the winking of the camera’s 

red eye), and you’re on tape as clear as ice.  So 

you’d better come clean, if you know what’s good 

for you.  

 O [sweating]:  I’ve no idea what you’re 

talking about.  

 H:  Fancy a spot of juice?  

 O:  What?  

 H:  You heard me, you limp-wristed 

multiculturalist.  

 O:  Limp-wristed what?  

 H:  You heard me.  Stealing an old man’s 

juice—what the hell’s that?  A gesture for the 

Party?  A sign of solidarity with the Dykes for 
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Austen?  Just what the hell’s your game, Onion?  

 O (sputtering, backing off):  You’re, you’re crazy, you old bastard.  

 H:  I’ll see this comes to the attention of Mao, etc.  

 O:  No need.  I’m going to discuss it with him now.

 And thus manfully strides dear Charlie, affronted by hoary fascist spying, 

down the lengthy hall to Mao’s shut door.  Knock knock and, without waiting, he’s 

in the office and gawking at Chairman Mao crouching behind his desk with a plastic 

grocery bag pulled tight over his head and his what-nots hanging out of his trousers 

and busily being thrust about.

 Herr O:  Good Lord.

 Mad dash then, a blur of things being folded and shoved away and zipped up, 

and momentarily Mao is merely sitting and nodding his head benignly, if somewhat 

breathlessly.

 —Just having a spot of lunch, Onion.  Um.  Do go on.

 —Yes, well, sputters our O, look here, Herr Chairman, there’s this little prob-

lem of the HH of F spying on our fellow faculty comrades, you see, and well, gosh 

all, I’m just wondering if you couldn’t—

 Blank, uncomprehending stare on the Mao’s visage and then, like a fire catch-

ing hold, his face lights up.  He is, Charlie notices, rather obviously studying Herr 

O’s snugly zipped fly.

 —Ah yes, says Mao.  The juice thievery.  So it’s you then, is it?

 —What?  No, of course not.  You’ve got it all wrong.  I just—

 Mao waves him off and winks lasciviously.

 —There there.  We can work this out, just the two of us, don’t you think, dear 

Onion?  Perhaps we can forget the old man altogether, no?  

 O:  I’m sorry?  

 Mao:  Maybe we could come to some agreement, just between the two of us?  

 O gawks, speechless, as Mao rises slowly, as if he were trying to look like a 

sword rising from a lake, and then he slinks around to O’s side of the desk and lets 

one fish-cold hand settle onto O’s left shoulder.  
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 I’m not a demanding man, Mao pouts.  You could keep your wife too.  

 O sizes up the man from Nehru collar to Mr. Lee slippers and shakes his 

head.  

 I—I...I don’t need her, O says.  

 A smile splits Lee’s face in two as he lets his arms circle Herr O like twin 

snakes.  Then the right hand goes wandering, sliding down the shoulder and across 

the chest of poor frozen O, the hand feigning indifference, like an innocent sheep gal-

livanting across the meadow, and then comes the fly—zzziiiiiiiiiipppp—and the fish-

cold hand slips inside, and O, in a flash of lightning, belts out a womanly shriek and 

knocks Mao to the carpet.  Then, as if he had rehearsed it, Charlie deftly hurdles over 

the Chairman (who looks up with a we’ll-meet-again look on his face) and springs 

through the door.  

 —I say, old man, the HH of F shouts after him, as O sprints the length of 

the hall and disappears through the front door.  Zip up, what?  It’s turned frigid out 

there.  

 Nothing.  The door slams.  

 HH of F turns to Candy Tabitha:  He’s stealing my orange juice, you know.  

 CT:  I’m not at all surprised.
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Sleuthing toward a Brownstone

With no greater events than these in the Longbourn family, and otherwise 

diversified by little beyond the walks to Meryton, sometimes dirty and 

sometimes cold, did January and February pass away.

 Actually, it was September and October that did pass away, but that will do 

quite nicely, Jane.  Transitions are so tiresome, aren’t they, when they span so much 

dramatically idle time?  Cindy still childless, Herr O still porn-mad-Mao-shy, Arb 

and Candy T still doe-eyed, Duty still diving deep, etc., but none of them putting 

it all together, damn them.  And so from 

August through Austen to November and 

on to—dare we say it?  Yes, damn it, the 

end, and after it, nothing but the darkness 

for your old humble.  But no more talk of 

the burnt-out end of our humble’s torrid 

tale—for one morning, with the winter sun-

light glowing golden and the birds chirp-

ing about snow, our dear Arb discovers 

the Humpback slouch-strutting streetward 

not two blocks from Herr O’s departmen-

tal building and, true sleuth that he is, he 

follows her until she enters a dark build-

ing with a slip of paper under her arm and 

returns moments later without it.  But then, 

just as Arb thinks it safe to trace her steps 

into the building, he spies her watching 
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him from across the street and beats a hasty retreat to Charlie’s office, where our poor 

O is just then considering how to take out a subscription to Boys Talk Dirty without 

being discovered.

 W (bursting in and breathless):  I found the Humpback.

 —Eh?  What?  You where?

 WA:  I followed her to a building two blocks from here.  A big—pant pant—

brownstone on the corner.  I think it belongs to the university, but I couldn’t get close 

enough to read the sign.

 C:  Brownstone?  On the corner?  Hmmm.  (miracle of miracles:  the bastard’s 

forgotten inky buggering for the mo) That’s the music building.

 WA:  Well then.  That explains the trombone and the warbling, I suppose.

 Nods all around, musing.

 Arb to Charlie:  I’m going in tonight to find that paper if I have to check every 

room.  Game?  

 To which Charlie, briefly weighing all aspects of the present, perverted form 

his life has taken, shrugs and says simply:  What the hell.
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Zoiks! und dann:  Bingo

Fast forward then through six rather dull hours to the moment when, like twin 

shadows set loose from the solid, our heroic two slip wraithlike through the 

music building’s strangely unlocked front door.  Down a long corridor, then a blind 

turn to the right and the dim prospects of another darkened corridor and then, like a 

blazing lantern, on the distant wall shines a scrap of paper, beckoning.  And so creep 

creep they slip into the dark passage.  Demonic, affectless stillness like unto a frozen 

Hell lake for a bit, and then they are inside a sudden patch of light cast from a high 

window, and as he reaches for the posted paper and tears it from the wall, Arb glances 

wraithward and shout-whispers:

 Hey, look at me!  I’ve got 

a humpbacked shadow!

 Huh?  Cripes!  For verily 

the Arb’s shadow is humpbacked 

but even as they watch the 

wraiths flicker, the hump cracks 

free from dear Arb’s shadow-

shoulders and flicker-snaps itself 

into a familiar form, and then 

our two heroes are snap-whip-

ping double-takes at the frozen 

Hell Lake, for there she stands 

in the flesh, the Apparition her-

self, no more than arm’s reach 

and coming like—yes—like a 
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thresher, clump clump, with her two eyes—due to some trick of the high window—

glowing like twin lime-green hell-fire lanterns.

 Mad scrambling then, wraith shadows becoming frantic mating spiders, and:  

shuffle; scuffle; boom; free and running, back across the Frozen Lake and then for 

a moment the shadows large again and then around the corner and through the door 

and out, our heroes’ heels clicking and clacking carward, while behind them trails 

nothing but a sustained note of our Humpback’s Wagnerian cackling.

 Hahahahahahahahahahahahahahahaahahahahahahahahaahahaha!

 Miles seem to pass with the cackle pursuing them unflagging, and not until 

he has run three red lights does Arb draw curbward and lift the paper into the light, 

where he and comrade Charlie read:

 HUMPBACK TO PLAY KAZOO FOR SKIERS THIS WEEKEND

 Bingo, Woody says, like a boy catching a fly.  Got you.
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Skip a Bit, Brother

—Okay, here we go:  Heinie’s saying the Double was cuckolding him, and that it was 

the Double, see, who—

Oh, shut up.
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The Going Under of the Twilight World

Scene:  Lake Cloven-Heart Ski Resort, named such because the twin valley-

bound lakes seemingly miles below the lodge look as if a giant, heart-hoofed 

pig had stepped over the mountains and driven a single foot deep into the valley 

mud—a fact which only becomes apparent to our foursome when the Dasher has 

climbed up up up the mountain side, gasping and roaring, and the angle of the frozen 

lakes shifts and—my God, it looks like a cloven heart, etc. all around—and then:  

screeeeeeeech says the Dasher, sliding to a stop, summit-edged.

 —Christ, says Onion, slipping on the parking lot pavement and feeling, in a 

flushed flash, that it’s all come to this, a Dasher gasping its way up a pseudo-Andean 

slope so that he can lickety-split slip-leap his way down in one heart-knotted gulp 

and splat himself flat on a frozen lake.  Without thinking, he throws himself prone 

onto the scraped and salted asphalt.

There’s our man, 

Charlie Onion’s his name.

Give him a hand up, will you, 

We think he’s gone lame.

 Around them and ignoring them, yuppies in lime-green ski-suits grimace under 

the weight of gleaming skis and lancing poles, like-hued toddlers in tow.  Moving 

faster:  the spandexed teenaged girls and the baggy-clothed ski-boarding boys, and 

in the middle of the swirl, inside the whirl of ski lift gears and gleeful, plummeting 

shouts, three-quarters of our foursome waits awkwardly while Charlie O, trembling, 

rises above the frozen lake.
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 Arb [wrist turned facewards]:  we’ve got four hours to go before the show.  So 

what do we do?  Ski?

 Shrugs from the Onions—never been, says Charlie, trying not to look lake-

wards, but I’m willing to try; new philosophy, that, what?—but only a dodge from 

Candy Tabitha.

 Arb:  How about it?

 CT:  I think I’ll just stay here in the lodge.  Don’t mind me.

 Ah, come on, etc., from the three, jostling and prodding.

 I’m pregnant, Candy T finally says, ducking her head and smiling at the asphalt 

modestly.

 Gasps all around, of course, and then, in a staccato blurt, up jumps the Onion 

Charlie and shouts:  

 I’m going to Greece.

 Stares all around, open-mouthed.

 —Alone, he adds, having given it much thought on the ride up.

—Pregnant, hrumphs Cindy, now in the rentals shed and shuffling an inch at a 

time toward the ski-and-boots counter.  Arb has remained in the lodge to discuss his 

paternal future with Candy T, and it is only poor Charlie who shuffles disconsolately 

beside his much-maligned and bitter wife.  

 —And what’s all this nonsense about Greece?

 —I’m going to Greece, he says, in a dampened voice.

 —Oh, grow up.

 No, he says.  I mean it.  I’m leaving the university for good.

 —Right right right.  But don’t plan on coming back and finding a bunch of 

open doors.  Mao won’t have it, and neither will I.

 —Of course, dear, he says.

 He shuffles up to the counter and nods quietly at the strangely familiar youth 

who, along with the fitted skis, offers him an odd Masonic grin.  Pierced nipple type, 

that, what?
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 But that’s knowledge yet to come, for old Herr O.  So what does he manage, 

that erudite teacher of peerless prose?

 Herr O:  Thanks.

 A bit of a nervous grin, a head nod and then glancing backwards:  what lump 

was that under the boy-man’s shirt?  (What did I tell you:  nipple-pierce type.  A 

subcategorized specialty of mine but that’s neither here nor there now, I suppose.)  

Then stares the Onion, perplexed, and suddenly like the dawn it comes:

 Zoma.  The Wild Boy.

 Yep, the nipple-piercer is none other than our dear Enfant Savage, and with a 

tentative quality in his voice, Onion sends the name out across the crowded counter:

 Zoma?

 Shrug from the youth, and Onion opens the oral to ask whether Zoma will 

grace the freak stage with the humpback but already like a Chinese dragon snakes 

the hapless line of ski-toters, twisting and roaring their way toward the double doors, 

and with them float the Onions, Cindy and poor backwards-glancing Charlie, conga-

lining their way in mindless, bumper-car-like fashion and then:  boom.  Outside and 

the snow like a melting paradise.

 —That was Zoma back there, says Herr O.

 —Who?

 —The Wild Boy.  Woody did a story about—

 —Oh never mind.  Just put your skis on.

 —What?

 —Put your skis on.

 —Oh.  I see.  Like this?

 —They’re not slippers, you idiot.

 —Well, I’ve never—

 —Here.

 Like a mother then swoops the Cindy, jerking poor Herr’s feet about manfully 

and doing everything but spitting in her hand and smoothing his hair down.  Then 

up goes die Sonne as the world slips mercilessly without friction, but somehow he 
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keeps from falling, even when the wife gives him a shove in the back that might have 

dislodged prosthetic devices in poor Herr, if he’d had any.

 —Ski to the lift, says the Frau, stroking her way past Charlie with a distinct, 

East-German power.

 —Right then.

 Shuffle slide tilt shuffle tilt tilt slide.  Up hill then, puff puff then down a bit 

towards a line waiting for the lift and picking up speed now, good God, they’re like 

rockets, these skis are, and Charlie weaves back and forth over them like a stoned 

surfer and then, as the line looms and the red-jacketed back of a young girl proffers 

itself to Charlie’s extended ski poles (for truly, he seems to think jousting is a part 

of the course), he is suddenly, magnetically pulled toward a parked snow plow, into 

whose scoop he glides full-tilt with surprisingly little sound.

 —Oh my God, from the line.

 —Are you all—

 —What the hell did he—

 —Fine, fine, says Herr O, using the ski poles to draw himself erect.  A grin 

for the crowds and then he pushes off the snow plow and yes, finally, he drifts down 

to the red-jacketed woman and manages to spear her neatly between the shoulder 

blades.

 Pop! goes the jacket, with a puff of down feathers.

 —Ouch! goes the girl, lurching forward, and then, turning to see poor O, 

saying nothing more and offering nothing to him but her feather-bleeding target-red 

back.  Cindy, to the side, merely scowls.

It’s a long line, this, with little to do but stamp your feet and admire a few spandex-

clad asses, if the mood beckons—which it doesn’t for the Onions, and so they merely 

stamp at the ground and snort.  It’s hard not to make them eat shrubbery, I must 

admit; they’re so damned deerlike.  But no, there’s only the line and the snow and a 

few coughs and finally the crawl into the wooden shed with the lift and then around 

like a thresher it comes, with viscous speed, and then bump smack against the knees, 
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and the Onions are lifted with a groan, and the skis tip away from the snow, and they 

are out into the gray air again, bobbing and swaying in jerky slow-motion.

 Silence, of course, while Onion’s gaze rises from the snow beneath him up 

up up to what looks like the foothills of the Himalayas, and then, with a dramatic 

flourish, the granite-sharp peak of the mountain unveils itself and Charlie is crushed 

silent.

 —That’s, he finally manages, where we’re going?

 Cindy glances up and then back down at the skiers below them:  yep.

 —But I might die, Herr O protests.

 Cindy shrugs.

 Charlie glances back up at the mountain peak, which now looks like a man-

gled bird’s claw, and contemplates slipping under the lift chair’s bar and taking his 

chances on the snow beneath.  But just then, at the very moment Onion Charlie tugs 

tentatively at the bar, the line of chairs comes to an abrupt, pendulum-swinging halt.

At first, no one gives it much thought, the fact that the lift is no longer moving.  After 

all, it’s not unusual to be stopped while some rich toddler is helped up from the lift 

ramp above you.  So they sit there for five minutes, and nothing moves but the lift 

chairs, swaying in the wind.  Then Cindy turns around, to look back down the hill, 

and notices that other skiers are being turned away from the lift.  

 Look at that, she says.

 They are the first words she’s spoken since the damn thing stopped, and for a 

moment, caught in a dream of hot Mediterranean sand, Charlie is hard-put to locate 

the voice.

 —Look!

 Finally, he twists around and watches whole droves of skiers approach the lift 

attendant and then drift slowly back down the hill to the lodge, the last one—that 

one there, slipping from the side door of the lift shed, turning to look back up the hill 

and seeming, even from this distance, to cackle—I say, she looks damn like... but no, 

that couldn’t be—but Christ, it certainly—with those lime-green socks and that lump 
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under the jacket shoulder—

 —What the hell’s going on?

 Shake of the head from Herr O; the lift’s lazy swaying has suddenly become 

vertiginous, and the recently contemplated escape under the bar is now unthinkable.

 —Stop shaking the chair, he sputters, and grabs the side bar.

 Of course, this can only provoke Cindy to commence swinging the chair in 

wide arcs, and without aural foreplay, Charlie abruptly screams.

 —Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!

 Like a glinting ice pick, the sharp falsetto cracks through the icy forest below.

 —Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaahhhhhhhh!

 —Shut up, you baby! says Cindy, in a hiss.

 Damp, spine-chilled silence, then, while the others fore and aft wonder if there 

might be wolves howling in the dark forest beneath them.

 —Mommy, says a child behind the Onions, they won’t eat us, will they?

 Before the mother can respond, there comes from behind them a chugging 

sound, like a toy motorboat, and presently everyone turns to see Zoma making his 

way precipitously up the hill on a three-wheeled mini-bike.  As they watch, he stops 

at every few lift seats and yells up in a booming cockney voice.

 —We’re ‘aving problems with the lift.  It’s going to be a coppola minutes.  

 Groans all around of course, but still Zoma inches forward a few seats and 

shouts his message, again and again.

 —Everyone all right then, guvner? he shouts.

 —I need to pee, a teenaged wit calls out.

 —Whip it out, quips another, to which everyone but the Onions laugh.

 As the others watch from above, Zoma works his way up the hill, shouting 

his message like a towncrier in a town of deaf-mutes, until he is finally out of sight, 

and only his voice is heard coming from the encroaching darkness beneath them.  

Then there is the sound of an engine revving, and Zoma again comes into view, the 

bike now facing down hill and gathering bumpy speed with the sometime Wild Child 

bouncing around on its seat and then, as he brakes, the bike suddenly slides sideways 
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on the ice and charges at a large rock.  At the last minute, just as the bike begins to tip 

over, Zoma jumps an athletic dozen feet from the bike and lands on his stomach.  

 From a few lift chairs comes  a smattering of applause.

 Then Zoma leaps erect, rubs his nipples for a moment and tries to rock the 

bike away from the rock, but to no avail.

 —Put the bike in reverse, someone yells down.  

 Zoma tries a few buttons and shouts up:  Eh?  How?

 —That green button next to the key, replies a voice behind the Onions.

 Prod prod push:  rev goes the bike, chewing its way backwards up the hill, then 

Zoma gets the gears straight and limps homeward, all the while waving fond farewell 

to our stranded heroes.

 Sixty-five minutes pass, with Charlie watching the sun set melodramatically 

behind the mountain peak.  From a bird’s claw, it seems to morph into the right index 

nail of the Apparition, beckoning Charlie to his gruesome, thresher-induced death, 

and he stares transfixed with a death-grip expression.  Finally, he manages to break 

the trance and direct his glance back down the mountain, but like the Cosmic Whore 

herself, the peak’s throbbing presence can be felt even on the exposed flesh of his 

neck.

 —They studied him at Duke, you know, he says, trying to forget the sight.

 —Shut up, says Cindy.

 And with that, they slip once again into conjugal silence, while the wind whis-

tles and the lift rocks.

Days seem to pass as the Onions swing disconsolately, their lives having collapsed 

in the interim, and then a new mini-bike appears below them, with a generator in 

tow.  From the swaying lift chairs, it’s too far to see if it is Zoma who swings his 

leg over the seat and turns to greet the man from the lift shed, but it really doesn’t 

matter to Charlie anyway, does it, the poor man after all, shall we say, a broken arrow 

tossed from everyman’s quiver?  But hark:  proto-Zoma and Lift-Man have somehow 

wired the generator up to the broken lift and after a handful of dramatic gray puffs of 
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smoke, the lift jerks forward, sways precipitously backwards and then jerks forward 

again.  And then:  presto-churno:  the lift, she moves.

 Snail’s pace, I’ll grant you, and even far up the mountain, suspended just 

below the paths of satellites, our Onions smell the burnt oil of the wheezing genera-

tor, but no complaints now as they all lean forward, hoping to cross the bridge before 

the Nazis strafe them from the air.  Chug-chug, sigh, smoke-puff, chug-chug, chug-

spit, chug-spit, and finally it’s the Onions’ turn at the crest.  Up goes the rail, and 

then, leaning forward, skis angled in anticipation, out leap the pair, their legs sudden-

awaked.

 For a moment, they navigate the turn left and follow a narrow trail descending 

through rather meager evergreens.  It’s a steep trail, though, often plunging downhill 

precipitously with, on the left, a sheer dropoff shielded only by the occasional boul-

der, and Charlie, still not ski-worthy, struggles mightily to hug the uphill side of the 

trail.  In the shadow of the evergreens, the married Onions (no surprise, here, what?) 

do not speak.

 Another turn and then a clearing (Natty Bumppo would have seen it coming, 

but not our Onions) and then a turn into a sheer plunge.  Charlie gasps and tries to 

ski backwards, as rowers do on the lips of waterfalls, but his effort is interrupted by 

the sudden port-side appearance of the red-jacketed girl.  As she bolts past him with 

a sneer, Charlie’s right ski pole hooks the girl’s left ski and twists her around in front 

of him like a jackknifed truck.  

 For a single, frozen moment, she spins gracefully across the trail in a cloud 

of feathers and then, with little more fanfare than a suppressed gasp, she strikes a 

boulder full-on and tilts skis-over-snout off the side of the hill.  Drifting hopelessly 

toward the final plunge, Charlie hears the girl breaking through the foliage and then, 

as he slides silently past a group of skiers who have stopped to peer curiously into 

the chasm (Onion Cindy among them), he drops over the edge.

It is like riding a waterfall, this descent is, and Charlie rides it as he must:  screaming.  

For a ways, his skis sniff for a smooth trail between the ravines, and then, momen-
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tum gathering, they merely bump and grind their way south.  More than once, Herr 

Onion tries simply to sit, but the plunge will have nothing of it, and finally, inevitably, 

he gives himself over to the void, falling silently forward into its great, ice-toothed 

mouth.

 It is over in moments.

 His coat is torn and something above his mouth seems to be bleeding, but 

somehow he finds himself at the bottom, upright and gliding.  From above, a collec-

tive gasp and then a smattering of applause.  

 Charlie stands upright now, gliding without trying and just thankful to be alive, 

thank God.  Soon, the trail levels off again slightly, and knots of skiers begin to pass 

him.

 Cindy (drifting silently up in his blind spot):  You looked like a fool back 

there.

 Onion Charlie:  What’s that?  Oh.  Lucky I’m still breathing.  I just (rounding 

a corner in the trail, navigating it with little thought)...I’m still not sure how to stop.  

I thought I could—Good God.

 The sides of the trail peel back and, as the world itself seems to fall at the 

Onions’ feet, breath, time, heart and head stop.  From here, it seems, one could step 

onto the moon with a single stride or fall endlessly into an ice-covered pit—and only 

after stepping out would you know which fate the universe had dealt.

 Don’t embarrass me again, hisses Cindy, as her skis tip themselves into the 

final, dark decline.  Moments later, she is nothing more than a crouching speck far 

below.

Lock-kneed, Herr Onion weaves his way stiffly downhill in great, hill-wide curves, 

all the while dodging and darting his way between the other, more experienced skiers, 

who plummet like bullets around him.  Soon, long before the bottom is reached, 

Onion is alone.

 In places, the sun has burnt holes through the snow, and as Charlie descends, 

patches of Virginia red clay suddenly appear before him, like bloody mirages at first 
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and then looming real and, with a scrape of sand and pebbles, catch the skis and stick 

as surely and securely as great magnetic traps—but only for a moment, for soon, just 

before the Charlie-head’s downhill momentum snaps at its leash, the feet urge the 

skis over the clay so that, as Charlie plunge-freeze-grinds, plunge freeze-grinds his 

way down the slope, he can’t help feeling as though he is nothing more than a tiny, 

porcelain figure on a maniacally manipulated calliope.

 But it is not 

I, Herr Onion, who 

jerk you about so 

(though I must con-

fess myself guilty of 

such in earlier trans-

missions).  Nor is 

it I who has placed 

that solitary figure 

on the trail that you 

spy now, at the same 

moment the dreaded 

ski lift drifts into 

view.  Weaving your 

way down to the 

man, you notice, in the dying light, that he is crouching skiless in the snow and that 

he is aiming a black-bodied camera up the hill toward you and the setting sun.

 You smile, thinking your picture might be snapped, but no, Herr Kamera is 

merely snapping the sun, the snow and the evergreens.  Or so, in your paranoid state, 

it seems.  As you slow to greet him (smiling halfway, working your poles toward 

the man), Herr Kamera—startled—slips and slides on his back a yard or two and 

then snags on a patch of clay, around which he spins slowly before again sliding in 

a frictionless creep downhill.

 In the process, he loses his camera, which follows the curve of a subtle ravine 
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and comes to rest, like the lost snowmobile, beyond human reach.  Nonetheless, you, 

Herr Onion, studiously polite, begin poling your way toward the camera.

 —Don’t touch it!  our cameraman shouts.

 Herr Onion hesitates, looks up.  From here, below the dramatically backlit 

cameraman, with the last of the sun pouring pink salmon hues over the glistening 

snow, Onion dimly remembers a photograph of a dying Indian, his head wrapped like 

a toothache and his arms strangely, painfully akimbo in a pile of snow, and he briefly 

wonders whether he should use the man’s camera to take his picture.

 —I’ll get it myself, Herr K manages to puff, arms and legs wriggling buglike 

for a grip.

 Herr O glances first at the man and then at the camera, and then, as someone 

or another once said, under a green sky, at the hour when everything surrenders to 

poetry, he finally turns his skis downhill again, toward the unseen lodge.  

 —Right then, he says, pushing off and gathering speed in the darkling twi-

light.  Right, he says to himself, in the face of the valley’s darkness.
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Showdown!

Flash forward, then, for sadly our Herr O makes it safely through the darkness 

and now stands rather raggedly next to our dear Arb, while before them the 

lodge fire cracks and hisses.

 —Things have taken a surprising turn, says Arb, sipping his hot toddy and 

nodding at the fire.

 —What?, says O, lost in thought.  Oh.  CT.  Womb-walled.  Quite.

 Arb glances at CT, sitting on a leather couch on the far wall and glowing 

beatific in the firelight.

 All the best laid plans, Arb mutters.  Shaking his head ruefully.

 O:  About ready?

 Arb glances at his watch, shrugs.

 What the hell, he says.

The lodge’s auditorium is long and narrow, and it does much to dampen the Polartec-

laden yuppies (boisterous and downright flushed-gushing from the toddies) until they 

see the bar that runs down its length. The stage is dark, with a single mic stand catch-

ing the meager light and throwing its shape back to the crowd.  Our four settle into 

seats near the front, silent and—DOLLY up there, Karl, and TRACK down the row, 

will you—brooding like windowless monads.  Then the lights dim, the stage is lit, 

and the Humpback Apparition and an old man limp from the wings.

 Heads bowing grimly for a moment while the crowd adjusts to the Humpback, 

and then the old man tilts the microphone and produces a blue and gold kazoo from 

his shirt pocket.  Glances at the Humpback, who nods slightly, and then he lifts the 

kazoo to his lips.
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It is like nothing the crowd has ever heard, the kazoo weeping, laughing, crying 

out indignantly and swaying coquettishly over them like Onion’s Cosmic Whore.  

Toddies forgotten, they gawk as the old man steps from the mic, seems to offer the 

Humpback her turn and then waves her off.  Frozen moment then, as if the world 

has stopped on its end, and then the old man swaggers to the mic and tilts the silver-

fluted kazoo heavenwards and bleats a single, sustained note that surges upwards in 

a rush and takes with it in its afterburn the whole audience in a swooning swoop, 

sudden-frighted and holding onto his heels and climbing, breathless, for all they’re 

worth.  Beside him:  tap tap tap goes the Apparition, her claws keeping time against 

the bony, summer-cottoned thigh.  Then, even as the kazoo climbs and shreds and 

climbs and sheds the last ounce of earthly weight and bursts forth into a place of pure 

golden light, the old man steps back, diminished, and the Apparition sways, places a 

clawed hand around the mic and...

 sings a single, high-pitched note, more a sustained scream, really, the cry of a 

spurned lover alone on the heath, a single sustained flash of anguish that raises the 

hair of our heroic foursome and even makes dear Onion think he’s wet himself but 

no:  such is the delusion one feels in the presence of otherworldliness.

 For seeming minutes floats the note, dipping rising, swooping, crying dying, 

over the audience and then, of a sudden:  silence.  And the Apparition stumbles back 

into the old man’s arms and together, as our four wipe the warm tears from their 

cheeks and blink light-startled, the Kazoo Twins shuffle off the stage and vanish.

—Right then, from the Arb.  Shall we?

 Onion [looking about]:  I’ve got to pee first.

 Sighs and impatient glances among the others, and then he is crossing the 

room with its crackling fire and its wooled-up, ad-prepped yuppies to the Gents and 

with little more than a creak, he slips ghostlike into the stall.  He closes his eyes 

briefly while the briefs open their cottonmouth and then, eyes slitted downward, he 

spies—in a nondescript twist of newsprint and cheap magazine colors arranged like 
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a nest next to the porcelain—a torn page from, yes, that’s right:

 Boys Talk Dirty  #69

and, cringing, he can’t keep himself from picking it up and reading:  

 I’m gonna do you, Señorita, like...

 With much gravity and a sense of sweeping, white-water-frothy fate, he turns 

the sheet over and views the torn photo, the legs spread to reveal the pink, puckered 

orifice that, like a newborn, seems foreign and sun-frighted, and then, with a listless, 

lifeless, twitching release, he lets the page drift in a draft of toilet-cooled air and, 

after it sets down baby-soft onto the eau de toilet, he sinks it deep into the bowl with 

a great stream of gold-shimmery, fate-denying piss.

 And then, with a stall-slapping exeunt, he strides somewhat forcefully among 

the living.

—Right, says Arb.  I suppose we should—

 —Yes, agrees Mme. Onion, I definitely think we might—

 —Let’s go, says M. Onion, ironed-jawed.  Move ‘em out.

 The others follow:  stride stride goes the suddenly, vigorously manly Onion, 

Duke-like and willing, seemingly, to strike down an opponent’s horse with his bare 

fists, and, in a clump behind him:  shuffle shuffle glance about shuffle shuffle sheep-

ish grin.

 Bar empty at this hour, of course, lights dim and the chairs looking fake-

chrome cheap.  Momentary confusion and then a voice from afar bellows:

 Can I help you?

 Cringing at the sudden, hidden baritone; then again:

 Can I, etc.

 This time the notes are traced back to the bar, where a burly man with rolled-up 

sleeves and a handlebar mustache that looks sturdy enough to perform pull-ups on 

stands ready for a fight.
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 Arb:  Ha.  Um.  We were actually—

 Looking for the Humpback, Charlie says, in a previously unheard baritone.

 The man’s face clears and he smiles cloudless with recognition:  Backstage.  

Use the side door over there.

 Out goes a hairy, thick-wristed arm, pointing, and past it struts Charlie, with a 

swagger worthy of a ten-gallon chapeau.  And behind him follow the Shuffle Club.

A maze of hallways with ribs of gas pipes overhead and then they all end at a single, 

rather unassuming door.  A moment with an ear pressed woodward and then, noth-

ing spied, Onion raps precipitously.  A sound of shuffled feet working unhurriedly 

toward them and then, unexpected drama, the door throws itself open and the Appari-

tion stands before them, menacing.

 —Excuse me, says Onion, deflated by the sight.  Wrong room.  I—

 Arb:  We’d like a word with you.

 A grimace from the Apparition, who is, as always, wearing lime-green socks, 

and then, with a shrug, she steps into the hallway and croaks:  Yeah?

 Arb:  yes.  We would like to discuss with you the murder of a man named—

 Reginald Blisterkunst, mumbles Onion Cindy, mesmerized by the Apparition’s 

humpback.

 Never heard of him, she says and turns back into the room.

 —How about Heinrich Müller?  It’s Cindy again, wakeful now and pushing.

 The Apparition stops, arrested, as something hidden in the room begins shuf-

fling its way toward her.  

 —Who is it, says a voice.

 No one, the Apparition croaks.

 More shuffling and then her kazoo partner appears in the doorway behind her.  

He’s wearing a sweat-stained sleeveless t-shirt and khakis, and he squints at our 

heroes with a cataract-induced befuddlement.

 Another summary from Arb:  We’d like to discuss, etc.

 Can’t help you, the man says, turning back into the room.
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 —Mum?  Dad? says yet another voice from within the room.

 Momentarily, a gleaming nipple ring appears from the darkness, and Zoma 

steps into the light.

 —Zoma! exclaim Charlie and Arb.  But you—

 —This, croaks the Humpback, is our son.

 —But that’s—

 —Impossible!  You can’t—

 —be their—

 —What ho, I say.  You’re—

 —their son.

 To which the Wild Boy merely shrugs and stares, scratching restlessly at the 

brass ring.

 Look, says Charlie, finally, we’re not interested in seeing somebody killed 

over this, you know.  We just want my friend here to get the charges dropped against 

him.  So if you could just tell us enough to do that, we’ll leave you alone and never 

tell anyone we met.

 The Humpback starts to swing the door shut, but Cindy—give her her due—

steps up speedily and thrusts a foot doorwards.  Raw furor flashes over the Hump-

back, then she steps away, shrugging.

 —We have nothing to prove, she says.

 —Maybe I did give that guy a little something, says the old man, returning to 

the doorway and rubbing his bare arms absently.  I’m not saying I did.  And I’m not 

saying I didn’t.

 Arb:  But why would you—

 —I didn’t say I did, the man says.

 Arb:  Yes, but—

 —I knew Müller, you might say.  Yes, the man says, rubbing his eyes.  In fact, 

I worked in his place, occasionally.  You know, his stand-in.

 —But that would make you...

 Wry grin from yes, dammit, you’ve guessed:  the Double.
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 —Oh my God!

 A full thirty seconds of gaping all around, here:  one-thousand one, one-thou-

sand two...then:

 —But why—

 —If you were—

 —That means—

 —But what were you going to—

 —We were in love, the Humpback says from inside the shadows.  Heinie 

didn’t understand, the damn Kraut.

 —Yes, but you killed Blister—

 —I never said I killed anyone, says the old man.  Maybe he shouldn’t have 

been in that library so much.  Too much dust, you know?  Could poison a man if he’s 

not careful.

 The old man swells to his full height and spreads his chest.  Arb steps back 

against Candy T with an arm over her belly, protective, and Onion Charlie steps back 

fearfully behind Frau O.

 Arb (grudgingly):  Well, we said we wouldn’t press charges...

 —But I didn’t, says a hooded figure, stepping out of the shadow of the hall-

way.

 All eyes roll as one in their orb-beds to stare ice-veined at the new figure, who 

stands for a moment silent and then reaches to pull back his hood.

 —The cameraman! exclaims Onion Charlie.

 Detective Duty, the figure says, mildly correcting.  And I’m also placing this 

man and woman under arrest for the 1944 murder of the big band leader, Heinrich 

Müller.

 Gasp!

 You are, I assume (he says, continuing), the Siren?

 The Humpback Apparition lets her head drop against her chest in a gesture 

that signals both her defeat and the seeming growth of her hump, which rises a good 

three inches with the effort.  
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 It is I, she says.

 All eyes on her, of course, and then a rustle of cellophane draws the eyes back 

to Duty, who stares for a moment blank-eyed.

 Butterscotch, he finally says.  Anyone care for one?
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The End of Everything

There.  The hurly-burly’s done.  Just a few odds and ends to track down and 

then: exeunt.  And so let us transport ourselves to where we all, dear reader, 

shall end:  a graveyard.  For among the odds and ends yet to track down is the chemi-

cal state of your humble’s sadly deteriorated bloodstream.  Yes, there’s a few sharp 

ones among you.  That’s right.  For the slower ones, suffice it to say that this requires 

the authorities to—dare I say it?—unseal the hushed casket of my soul and exhume 

your humble’s frozen corpse.

Scene:  A graveyard

A snow is falling, blanketing noises and like cemetery dirt over the dead giving only 

a dim echo-image of what lies beneath.

 Violins, please.

 A surprisingly large crowd of faces is packed graveside, so let’s pan wide, 

shall we, Karl, to take it all in:

 First, of course—for truly if these transmissions have recorded a tragedy, it 

is theirs and not mine—come the Onions on opposite sides and appearing intent on 

exchanging gunshots before the coffin lid’s split open like a dry log; then the camera 

pans to Candy Tabitha (a glowing Madonna now; just look at how the light is caught 

spellbound in the draped hair; a thousand men must die, verily, when such maidens, 

etc.) and beside her our hero, all charges dropped and trying his best to look paternal 

and yet, even now, boy-hipped and, yes, damn it, we’ll say it, spunky as a horny 

terrier.  And then, among the sea of cops and dirty-nailed gravediggers, stands our 

steadfast detective, Herr Duty, diligent as ever and looking for all the world as if he’s 

at the prow of a ship and bracing for it to smack against a new continent.
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 What ho, Herr Duty.

 And finally, last of all, there hovers your humble, in ectoplasmic spirit, at least, 

peering, eager as the rest, over the cops’ doughnut-padded shoulders and waiting 

breathless for that final tug, that juicy, fat-part-of-the-bat crack of the crowbar under 

the coffin lid as I am hauled moaning and groaning from the hole in which I was last, 

as myself intact, seen.

 Unlike Brother Homobowles—who once to another said:  I couldn’t care less 

about what’s in that grave or all those conventions—I find myself, against my will, 

eager to view nature at is finest, the butterfly, as it were, becoming a caterpillar.

 And so:  creak creak tug go the ropes, and together we lean graveward....

I will make a beautiful corpse.  Of this I am sadly sure.  These lines and creases will 

dissolve and I will become a beacon of hope for this hated world, a symbol of the 

transformed soul. 

—You see, they will say, admiring me, even he has found peace.

This torments me.  But I can do nothing to change it.  Each of them will carry away 

the memory of an angel.  So I will live on in this fractured way, no doubt, like glass 

slivers stolen from a stained glass window, and suffer a new life among the remem-

bered saints.  

 And yet, even now, breath bated, I notice something unsettling:  I’m beginning 

to feel more and more as if I’m less and less.  A flashlight losing voltage and growing 

wan and orange, as others think less and less often of me.  Even now, for example, 

Herr Onion’s thoughts are drifting to more sunny climes, and he scarcely has time for 

thoughts of me, even when the gravedigger with a dark mole beside his nose touches 

him on the shoulder and asks him to step back please, you’re blocking the coffin’s 

way, you know.  And for Candy Tabitha:  already, the nurturing has begun, and the 

world has shrunk itself to nothing more than a squirming, pitiable zygote.  So it is, 

around the circle:  fewer and fewer synapses spark for your humble, while all the 
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while he breams full of such recollections, such regrets.

 Whitehead wrote of concresences, moments of shared, universal being.  Such 

pinpoint perspectives should surely come at one’s exhumation, and yet, even now, 

breath bated, I am dissolving, finally, resolutely, from the minds of those who should 

have cared, and it seems impossible, considering the matter graveside, that I will 

ever manage to resurrect another such concrescence.  Such, surely, must be the final 

death.

 [Pianissimo, then fade]

Good riddance.  All right.  So now that it’s all over, Heinie’s saying he wants to 

go out on something upbeat, you know, maybe Artie Shaw doing Besume Mucho or 

something, anything to get the taste of that damn fruit out of our mouths, because he 

just wants everyone to forget everything they just read but no Siren songs right now, 

he’s still a little torn up over it all and, oh yeah, one last thing:  if anyone knows what 

happened to Cookie, I’d just like to say—

Not so fast, there.  No going gently here, damn you.  Forget old Blister, will you, 

now that his tale’s told?  Come all this way, have you, only to bump old Blister off the 

path once it’s grown too narrow for two?  I say:  let’s take a pinch of snuff together 

now that it’s over, what? for I must agree:  it has gone rather well.  Rather.

 I’ll have none of that, let me tell you.

 I’d rather send out a few ectoplasmic flying monkeys to gather up the seething 

Dark One—fired only yesterday as a juice thief and even now striding into Mao’s 

office and swearing, in a fiendish howl, to destroy the world—and make a few sparks 

ignite the sky rather than let you so deftly cast me into the darkness forever while 

some damn Latin number swirls you all back into happy denial of this grim realm 

I’ve so selflessly tolerated while knitting this rather torrid tale.

 Look at them all, though.  Trampling—nay, skipping—away from graveside, 

nary a backwards glance, and your humble carted off unceremoniously in the oppo-

site direction to a coroner like so much filthy dirt.  Not a thought more than that, I 
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suppose:  a bit of an odor, what?  Old Blister’s a stinker even now?  Ha ha.  Hop skip 

jump and away with him.

 And there we have it.  A few car doors bang shut, never to open in unison for 

old Blister, live as long as they like.  Oh sure, a few jokes around the departmental 

coffee pot, once the results come back (poison:  arsenic, in a hurried scrawl), maybe 

a comment or two from Herr O when he opens the door to receive my ashes (for such 

he shall request, in a rare sympathetic moment)—

 —What?  Oh.   Blister.  Quite.

—but little more and, in time, not even that.

 No room at the crowded conference table for the old spurned blister, it seems, 

or anywhere else.  So go on.  Play your damn music.  You were all in bed against 

me from the beginning anyway, weren’t you?  Oh yes:  I saw the looks on your faces 

when that Heathen Intruder first interrupted me:  oh thank God, you all said, some-

one else.  Go on, then.  Who was it told you the tale, though, who was it kept you up 

at night, searching so artfully for Heinrich’s Siren?  Fickle crowd, that before a dead 

man smiles:  go on.  Enjoy your summers all.  But watch yourselves, I say:  the world 

itself is too cramped for what’s inside me.

 Hellfire:  rain.

 Souls:  melt.

 Ah, yes.  I see you are startled by this sudden turn.  But of course:  how could 

it not be:  for surely you knew all along that:

 Enough.

 But consider:  does not the Dark One before the sudden-lost Blister bootless 

kneel?  A spurned spawn hopping mad with newfound fire, what?  And could we 

not, shall we say, topple a world between us?  Mark a better’s words: it will come, 

not in a rain-cloud, but under a dry black veil, which no ray of sunshine shall pierce.  

In advance of the mayhem, my deepest sympathies and those of my ward, the Dark 

One.
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